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From the Chair
In the Autumn Bulletin you would usually find a
“call for nominations” for Committee. This time
we have omitted the form as all Committee
members are within their three year terms
and are willing to continue serving after the
next AGM. This will reduce our costs by not
having to print 1658 copies. l do however invite
anyone who Would like to join the Committee to
make contact either by phone, letter or e-mail.

We are well ahead this year with our events
Calendar for 2010 and you will see on the diary
page that all of the larger events have already
been booked. l have even booked Wootton
Bassett until 2013 when we will be celebrating

its 20th year! Where did all that time go?
We have also received large stocks of new

capacitors since the last Bulletin, and the
range of values has also been extended. Take
a look at the enclosed leaflet for details.

Most people will already have heard about
the forthcoming Bonhams Auction sale to
include up to twenty pre-war televisions
and associated items. You will see some
pictures of the items later on in this Bulletin.

Laurence Fisher of Bonhams has an'anged
for BVWS members to obtain the full colour
Auction catalogue directly from the Museum
at Dulwich, rather than from the auction house
themselves (see inside front cover for address).
The Catalogue will cost £20 inc p&p. All sale
proceeds will go to the Museum if purchased
from there, so please buy a catalogue, even if
you are not going to the auction, as it includes
details about the many hundreds of items and
will make an excellent reference document for
the future as well as supporting the Museum.

Lastly, myself and the Committee would
like to send Gerry Wells Birthday Greetings for
18th September when he will be celebrating
his 80th year. Most of which he has spent
electrocuting himself in houses or in the
backs of Radio and Television sets.
I am sure you will all joins us in saying;
Happy Birthday Gerry! Mike

Paul Marshall receiving the Duncan Neale award from Mike Barker at the BVWS auction and AGM, June this year

History of Science.

. - Douglas Byme Marconi Fello
‘ leian Library and Museum of the History of Science

W Fellowship award In the name of the founder of the Wireless Preservation Society

e purpose of this Fellowship award is to advance knowledge of the history of wireléf
communication. The award will provide the recipient with the opportunity for a period 6!

r , nterrupted research and collegial discussion at the Bodleian Library and the Museum
bf the History of Science, culminating in a public lecture at the University of Oxford on g

; results of this research. The award for the academic year 2009-10 will be £5,000, and is
ministered by the Centre for the Study of the Book, Bodleian Library.

‘ “The Douglas Byme Marconi Fellow will be selected on the basis of the applicant’s sche‘l
If"cations, the scholarly significance or importance of the project, and the approprlat f
e proposed study to the Marconi collections at the Bodleian Library and the Mu _ ’

- Applicants will be expected to show that their .
research will lead to publication. Copiesjof L
will be submitted to the Bodleian Library and _
Museum of the History of Science. ‘ L *

Eligiblmv:
intended primarily for applicants at the postdoctoral
level (or equivalent); postgraduate students my '
Research abilityofan appropriatestandardmayb'e
demonstrated bypublications as well as qualifioafim
For further information contact: Dr Alexandra Franklin
at the Centre for the Study of the Book. Bodbien
Library, Broad Street. Oxford OX1 386.



The Meccano Crystal Sets
...Any intelligent boy can assemble it (the Meccano Crystal Radio Receiving Set? in one
evening. It has been tested thoroughly in London, Paris and New York and in each of these
cities clear telephonic and telegraphic messages have been received. in London we have
listened to broadcasted concerts from Marconi House. In New York, where the opportunities
for testing are much greater than in this country, it has proved to be as efficient as the more
costly and elaborate instruments in use there. in Paris we have listened to concerts broadcasted
from the Eiffel Tower and have heard them with great clarity. The Meccano Magazine, August 1922.

Left and below: Meccano Radio Reciever No. 1.
The only standard Meccano parts incorporated
in the set were the brackets supporting the
coil slider and an octagonal coupling. The BBC
approval stamp printed on the underside of the
plywood baseboard shows the set to have been
given the Post Office registration number, 186.

Surprisingly, Meccano supplied only a single headphone with their early crystal sets, although a double headphone was available later.

Several of the crystal receivers produced
by Meccano Limited were covered in
the author’s book Tickling the Crystal
(Volume 1, pages 35-36; Volume 2, page
95). This article provides a more detailed
review of all of the Meccano crystal sets
together with a comprehensive collection
of related Meccano ephemera.

Following closely from a visit to the
United States by the company’s founder
Frank Hornby, the first Meccano crystal
set was introduced to t he  public in the

September 1922 edition of the Meccano
Magazine. The receiver was constructed
largely from standard Meccano parts except
for a few of the specialised components
- such as the  detector (with its Meccol i te
crystal) and inductance disks. Covering
about 360—450 metres, the set employed
loose-coupled inductive tuning using two
hand-wound pancake coi ls in conjunct ion
with a variable condenser. Of note was the
latter’s innovative design — made largely
from existing Meccano components

already used in t he  company’s  popular
range of mechanical construction sets.

The original design soon ran into licensing
problems with the authorities, because
of t he  str ict  Post Of f ice regulations in
place at that time regarding the source
of components for home-built apparatus.
It also seems that the set had not been
submitted to the Postmaster General’s office
for any formal approval and registration.
In order to resolve the problem, a more
conventional, factory-assembled set, known



as the Meccano Crystal Radio Receiving Set No.1, was hurriedly
in t roduced i n  December  1922, intended t o  meet  t he  ant ic ipated
demand at Christmas. This set featured a glass-enclosed detector
and a large horizontally-mounted slide-coil tuner mounted on a
plywood baseboard, but incorporated almost no standard Meccano
components — the slider support brackets and an octagonal
coupling carrying the slider itself were the only actual Mecccano
parts. The new receiver, which now complied with government
regulations, carried the Post-Office registration number 186.

The first constructional crystal set was re—introduced in the
summer  of  1923 i n  a somewhat  simpli f ied form and  renamed as
the Meccano Crystal Radio Receiving Set No.2. The new version
was now al lowed t o  be  used  under  t he  so—called Experimenter’s
Licence introduced by the Post-Office to meet the needs of
amateur constructors. The wavelength coverage of the set was
increased slightly to 300—500 metres, with provision for alternative
coils designed for longer wavelengths to be fitted if necessary.
Originally p r iced at  £2  15s. 0d .  when  first announced,  t he  Meccano
No.1 receiver was  shown a year later in  the  company’s  Christmas
1923 Catalogue priced at £2 0s. 0d. A Meccano Aerial Outfit
for use with the crystal set, including aerial wire and ceramic
insulators, was described in the same catalogue for 12/6d. On
the other hand, the prices of the two receivers in summer editions
of Meccano Magazine were shown as E1 123. 6d. and £1 53. 0.
By December 1923, advertisments indicate a price of E1 108. 0d.
for the No.1 receiver, while a kit of parts for building the No.2 set
retailed for just 15/- or £1 25. 0d., including a single telephone
headset. Interestingly, the No.1 set carried a “Compulsory
Broadcasting Fee” — this was reduced from 7/6d. in June 1923 to
1/- by December of the same year. It is not clear what this refers to,
since it was in addition to the mandatory Post Office licence fee.

In late 1923, the Peto Scott Company of High Holborn
advert ised components  for  bui lding three uni ts to improve
the  per formance of  the  Meccano crystal  set  — a one-valve,

.mn tmumt  ~ -‘

In connection with the efficiency of crystal receivers
over long distances, i t  may be  mentioned that the
opera, broadcast from Covent Garden recently, was
received on a crystal set at Southport.

* * at:

Master Guy Hare, the energetic Secretary of the
Learnington Meccano Club, regularly receives London
broadcasts on his crystal receiver.

at: * *

Good transmission from amateur stations is to be
heard every night in London, Manchester, Liverpool
and elsewhere. Some of the musical items are very
good and compare favourably with items from the
Broadcasting Stations

Meccano Magazine, June 1923

Left: Detail of the detector supplied with the
Meccano Radio Receiver No. 1. The end—caps,
crystal mounting and arm assembly indicate that
the unit is of American design. Presumably the
detector was chosen as a result of Frank Hornby's
visit to the United States which led to his decision
for Meccano to enter into the wireless business.

high-frequency amplifier to increase range, a one-valve,
low-frequency note magnifier to increase volume and a combination
of both in one unit. These do not seem to have been sold as
comple te  k i ts  of  parts,  bu t  rather as individual components .

Li t t le development work appears to have taken p lace after
the company’s enthusiastic entry into the wireless business. An
improved version of  t he  No.1 receiver was advert ised i n  Apri l  1924,
with a wavelength coverage up to 1,000 metres and now employing
a double-slider tuning arrangement to provide “greater selectivity
and  clearness of  reception”. By th is  t ime  t he  pr ice  of  t he  receiver
had been  reduced to 15/9d., and  conventional double-headphones
were offered in place of the earlier single headphone. The Meccano
No.1 mode l  cont inued to be  advert ised sporadical ly unti l  t he  end
of 1927 — the retail price being reduced to only 10/6d. by October
1925 — reflecting the already declining market for crystal sets. By
Apri l  of  1928, however, demand  had clearly d ropped t o  the  point
that the Meccano crystal sets and headphones were finally offered
as  pr izes i n  a company-sponsored model-bui ld ing compet i t ion,
leading to t he  speculat ion that  the  real ob ject  o f  t he  offer was
to clear out the company’s remaining un-saleable inventoryl.

Meccano’s final foray into the wireless field was a constructional
set published in Meccano Magazine for December 1928 as the final
instalment of  a series enti t led “Electr ici ty Appl ied t o  Meccano” .  This
was a much simplified set built principally from standard Meccano
parts and employing loose-coupled tuning only. No specific kit
of parts was offered and  would—be constructors were required
to purchase the  non-Meccano  components  separately — crystal,
cat’s-whisker and ebonite control knobs, in addition to a sheet of
insulating fibre for construction of the panel and coil formers. This,
then, was  t o  be  the  end  of  t he  company’s  efforts in  radio —- Meccano
never progressed beyond crystal sets into the valve receiver
business, despi te  the  earlier promises made  by the  company ’s
founder Frank Hornby t o  develop a ful l  range of  wireless apparatus.
Conceived as  a manufacturer of  mechanical  construct ion k i ts ,  t he



No. 1 Meccano Crystal Receiver
With a good aerial this set will receive telephony up to About
25 miles from a broadcasting station. and Morse signals up to
a distance exceeding”[00 miles. The set, which m be used
with a broadcasting Icence obtainable from my Post om“ at a
cost of ill/a. will receive on waverlengths from zero to
approximately I .000 metres.
RS. l—Reaivim Set complete tend and W.  price

Compulsory Brondcutmg Fee

,. mug. .
The Meccano Crystal Radio Receiving Set?

“ Ind-n.‘ I-I Ma- um
"In" Rum: 30w

PflCC 30l -  No. l Rlur'vn

No. 2 Meccano Crystal Receiver
This set is of the constructional ty and is specially adapted to
the requirements of those who wi to carry out simple em
merits. lts range is the some as that of No l  set deseri
and II receives on wavelengths of Approxrmttely 300500 metres
It may only be used with a constructor's licence. which cost!
l5/r. and is obtainable from any Post Office.
R-S1—Compleu SeIofF-m, instruments». including Within»:

20.00 ohm: rein-nee, price ” In
RS. lei—Complex Set of Pens. in «ram anon. without teleplm. price 15]-
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Meccano Magazine, December 1922 Meccano Magazine (Overseas Edition), December 1923. Courtesy of John Ince.

Left: Reconstmction of the Meccano Radio FI’eciever No.2 featuring loose-
ooupled tuning. The variable condenser and detector assembly were built
from standard Meccano parts. Photograph courtesy of Tony Press.

Below: Originally referred to as the Meccano Crystal Radio Receiving Set in the
September 1922 edition of Meccano Magaz'ne, the constructor set was renamed the
Meccano Crysta/Reoeivmg Set No.2 in June 1923 following the introduction of a ready
built set that met Post-Oflioe lioenoe requirements. Meccano Magazine, September 1922.

Above, left: Coil winder built entirely from Meccano parts. Designed for the adent experimenter, the cost of the parts would have been almost as much as a complete crystal

setl. Meccano Magazine, September 1923.

company was destined to remain as such. base. They were probably produced in small 1. lnce, John: New Zealand Federation of

Production figures for the Meccano crystal numbers. The lack of surviving examples Meccano Model/6'8 Magazine. February 2005-
receivers are not known, but it is generally is no doubt compounded by the likelihood _ _ _ . . '
accepted that the sets were over-priced that the receivers were disassembled Apgrac'ag'Dsr‘ '5 (meme? :0 fih” gale TE: IN?”

and, as a result, not particularly popular with after the crystal set era ended, to be used flMggmofigdelgg’fo: genmusly :3pp.yin:ra '0"

the public especrally the parents of young as parts In other Meccano prolects. information concerning the Meccano crystal receivers.

boys who made up Meccano’s customer



Booklet supplied with the Meccano Radio Receiver No, 7.
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Fig. 3
The Meccano 0mm Receiving Set

PRICES
. Mecauo x0 1 Crystal Herr-Wm}: sci, complete,

Tami and gnu-ant .r:
Broadcasting lee, “mam; :0 regulators.

‘ Pxice weight.)
are m to: cementing to mm

flcyx. tend»
,, Archimeom in M

.-.. pm;et%,$i~...‘m‘:fm 3:“
WWW ‘y. _ ‘

. wtdmamimnbms)

‘ ' W‘mea‘epmpam with flips. N
,_ , _ ,, , n! _ , _

weather reports, etc, by

For many months pastI have been giving;
very close attention to the subject of Radio,
and I have become firmly convinced of the
importance and possibilities of  this new and
wonderful science, I am anxious, therefore,
that every Meccano boy shall have his share
in the pleasure that I am convinced Radio is
destined to bring to the human race,

In America and Canada there are thousands
of boys who are at the present time owners
of  their own Radio Receiving sets, Every day
they receive not only telegraphic messages in
the Morse code, but also concerts, speeches,

mil-H- inadMa-qhaodhm
up»: when“. Pun-union-
«autumn-w m

tuba-flwanmuum
”kahuna-undone.

mmaummamhw
“Mahmud-3mm ”m“. . -
hhflhmh‘u‘hM—ihfih—
~cl ‘ l t t i i i

vira l -u
InmhwmhM-Mw-hlfi

bdbblfi  “humour;

A MESSAGE
TO MECCANO USERS

wireless telephony, Every Meccano boy
should make it his business to acquire
as much knowledge as possible of radio
matters, In my opinion, the discovery and
development of  wireless communication
has conferred as much benefit on mankind
as has any invention or discovery of modern
times Not only has it established throughout
the world extremely rapid and certain inter-
cornmunication over both long and short
distances, hut it has made cheaper quick
transmission of messages, In these. and in
many other ways, its commercial value is
inestimable.

s,

Above: Late Meccano crystal set design. Constructional set using a combination of mainly Meccano parts and special components purchased separately. Meccano Magaz'ne, Dec 1928.

Prices of '
Meccano Radio Receiving Set

and Special Radio Parts.
RSI. Mcccano Crystal Receiving Set.

comElcte. Efiiciency tested.
Pat; ed in strong carton.

R83 0 "it tamingpas'tstoln’rafl‘;re "’6u con e
Mcccano Crystal Receiving
Set. in strong cummprico 63/-

No. Meccano Radio Parts. 8. d.
on .  Specially Prepared mm

Flat Plates. q 'xag  each 0 4
402. Specially Prep-ted bro

Flat Mateo. fl ' xfl ‘  . . .  . .  0 3

Meccano Magazine, September 1922

No. 3. d.
403. Special!“ Fibre

rmniummm. 2r eacho 1}

me“:
(No. 4“) (Nu. no) (M. 4m

4M. Insuhn'ng Handles each 0 4
“’5. Brass Washers. ”32' dot. 0 6
«is. 9" Length: 22: Bell-wire

with Tags . . . eacho  3
£07. Inductance Discs (wound

ros trum)  . . .perpa ir s  6

409. Detector Arm. Com lcte each i
410. Meccolite Crystals canted 7

(Com icte WItlICIiW,No.flI) each 3
UL Clips or 'stals . ,  0
412. Mounting Boards .. 1

Instruction Leaflets , ,  0

w
cfi

a
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“Wireless Made Easy,”
HAVE YOU.  SEEN THE NEW RADIO
BUILDING SYSTEM IN WHICH ALL
COMPONENTS FIT A STANDARDISED

Rad io  Sets Bui l t  L i ke l y ,
L ieccano

'I'lie Bli lt ‘ktlt l l lfl System o i  l ta t l in  cmlstrurl im’l is
one we cam heart i ly  recommend to  a l l  readers i n -
ta-ruslm‘l i n  the fascinating hobby- o i  Im i ld in  the i r
own rad io sets. The systrrrrl of standardise: mu l -
poncnts, connec t ing  wires and nuts and bol ts o f  on l y

TABLE

BUILDS JUST LIKE MECCANO

CIRCUITS CAN BE EREC‘I'ED
AND WORKING IN A FEW

MINUTES.

comm Tnsmumoxs
GIVEN.

N0 TOOLS—REQUIRED.

BUILDING TABLE
PRICE

3 /6  I’ateut So. l85, l80
(A Typical Crystal Set}.

MANUFACTURERS & PATEN'I‘EES :

SADLER GATE
DERBYTelephone : Telegrams :

Derby 1820 ""Wu.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH DESCRIBE THE BLACKADDA‘ WAY
AND ILLUSTRATES FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS ANS! SETS.

IIIE BIAEKADDA RADIO III". III}.

Above: Blackadda construction sets — advertised in the Meocano Magazine. The
Blackadda Radio Building System was the wireless, rather than the mechanical,
version of Meccano. Meccano Magazine, June 1926.

Unit No. 3 (complete)Unit No l (comp/Hr)

I f  you have a.

' MECCANO CRYSTAL SET
here are three ways of improving i t

'm inhale/“’1: RAISE in MAKE n tounea m n :3“e {Elmffim
M 3 .Iron. i t  a m l»- m, l. m A m 'm . A'I'
su’rmWJ-cn ' ood'rm II... a ' L A NW, Wm nu: mm nu:
ma” . It:I lot in: N0 Crystal 54 um nominal)» , mt... 

I'm .34, «so var :.
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Pe to -Sco t t  Co .  L td . ,
Head Office:  84 ,  H igh  Ho lbo rn ,  “LC. 1.

mm:
mum Elmira-elm“. than MAI-ram.lm¥- .Wlfl .w l .&  rm :  «about; .

am: diameter makes l o r  s impl ic i ty and ease of con-
si tuat ion i n  a remarkable degree. The Bakeli te panel
on  which the parts are mounted is drilled w i t h  equi-
distant holes and  a l l  t he  parts—wrystal detectors,
coil holders, transformers, valve holders, eta—are
equipped w i th  two  or more threaded bolts set a t  the
same centres as the holes i n  the panel. Thus, as. every
hole i n  the panel is numbered, i t  is  del ig l i t iu l ly  easy
to  fol low the makers” instructions.

The possibilities of t he  system are pract ical ly un-
l im i ted  and anyone who can read can construct by
means at i t  anyth ing f rom a simple crystal set to the ‘
most elaborate valve sets. Just  as one can take a
Meccauo model t o  pieces when one is tired of i t ,  so
w i th  the Blackmldn system one can build radio sets,
pu l l  them to  pieces, and  rebuild them again. We-
ourselves constructed a crystal  set f rom the makers'
instructions i n  less than half an  hour, the on ly  tool
"se l l  brill}; the lmx spanner provided w i t h  t he  set.
We then t es ted  our limirliwurk and within ten minutes
[ l irkerl up  Liverpnnl, Manchester and Davcnt r } :

Another interesting point is that, as the holes i n  the“
panel are. of the. same: slut: and at the same centres as
t l n :  Mennum equ id i s t an t  ho les,  Wireless appa ra tus  can
11c bui l t  i n t o  .“L'l‘tjilllu structures.

We s t rong l y  E'{'('t_llllll'fl‘!llll those readers wlm are
hurt-steal t v 'ob ta iu  l u l l  particular-.4 f rom the makers,
' lhe I'il-‘lcltal‘lda Rzulio (funwuuy Limited {48. Smut-r
I i u t l ‘ .  lm i l yL  whose :lt'ls'L-rtismlwnt w i l l  t»: lm l l u l  ult
IIiIt" 39".

Below left: Meccano Magazine, November 1923.
Below right: Later advertisements showed the single—slider set, while the description
referred to the double-slider model. Meccano Magazine, November 1925.

Big Reduction in .P r i ces

OF MECCANO RADIO APPARATUS
Readers should procure their set: belore the stock ls exhausted. and so ensure

many happy hours during the long winter evenings.

PRICE

10/6
or 1 1 /3  post free
Meccano Receiver, including

Headphones. 17,36, o r  18f3 post free.
The Meccano Cryttal Receiver is a highly-afliclent and splendidly~flnilhed
Instrument. The detector is enclosed in a glass chamber. which protect- it
f rom dust and moisture. Two slides Ire provided. one on each ' the

Inductance. giving great selectivity 1nd clcamm of reception.
The Meccano Receiver with a good aerial should give efl‘ective reception from
I radius of 30 miles, accoxdlng to local conditions, on which the range at over

15 miles largely depends.

MECCANO DOUBLE HEADPHONES
(BRITISH MADE)

(or 8 / -
PRICE 7 /6  post free)

(4,000 ohms resistance)
0! the highest quality procurable. they give loud, clear. undistorted reception
and Idd greatly to the efficiency of any type of receiver. Comfortable t o

wear and easily adjusted. Only a limited number available.
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The Inventions and Life of Edwin Howard Armstrong
The tragic story of a great radio inventorb,
“/ could never‘ accept findings based almost exclusively on mathematics.
It ain’t ignorance that causes all the trouble in this world. It’s the things
people know that ain’t so”. Edwin Howard Armstrong.

The  name of  Edwin  Howard  Armst rong has  ar isen i n  The  Bul let in
a coup le  of  t imes  over t he  past  few years, notab ly  in  references 1
and 2. It was clear from these mentions that the writers appreciated
the contribution made to radio technology and broadcasting by
the man, who is not as well known as many other early radio
pioneers,  and  so  I t hough t  I ’d  research h is  l i fe (and h i s  t rag ic  death,
if that’s not revealing too much too early) and write this article.

There a re  many  references to E H Armst rong on  t he  internet;
one definitive, though perhaps slightly biased towards the
subject, biography (reference 3), which also gives a fascinating
layman’s history of early wireless; and a significant tribute
to the man from the Radio Club of America (reference 4).

When researching articles, it’s often difficult to find enough
mater ial  t o  wr i te  a reasonably l ong  p iece.  The  oppos i te  was t rue
w i th  th is  art ic le: i t  was  di f f icul t  t o  know wha t  t o  leave ou t  from
the fascinating professional and personal story of the man. His
life tracks the development of radio technology in its formative
years of the first half of the 20th century, and the invention of the
art and science of broadcasting itself. I’ve tried to concentrate on
his significant inventions, rather than the intricacies of his legal
battles, though it's been impossible to leave these out completely.

Edwin :  The  Ea r l y  Years
Edwin Howard Armstrong was born on December 18th 1890,
in the Chelsea district of New York City, the first child of Emily
and John Armstrong. John Armstrong was associated with the
Oxford University Press, which at the time was mainly selling

Bib les and  standard c lassical  works.  The fami ly d idn ’ t  stay
in  Chelsea fo r  long,  moved house  i n  t he  New York area a few
times in Edwin’s early years, and eventually settled at 1032,
Warburton Avenue, Yonkers (then in the countryside), a house
which was to figure large in Edwin’s life from then onwards.

Edwin's mother (née Emily Smith) had been a school teacher
before she  had marr ied John  Armstrong and  on  t he  maternal
side of the family, who still lived locally to where the married
coup le  l ived, there  were many  teachers who  kept  Edwin  on  his
toes and encouraged the study of maths and the sciences.

Little detail of Edwin’s early life is known, except that he
was s tud ious  and  ‘ a  ser ious chi ld’.  He  deve loped an  interest i n
mechanical toys, especially for a clockwork train set, and when this
was replaced by an electric engine his interest was stimulated in
th ings  electr ical.  He  became  a good  tennis player and  enjoyed t he
outdoor life spent on a big farm near Richfield Springs in upstate
New York, where the family spent many of its summers. So far,
noth ing real ly ind icated t he  d i rect ion wh ich  Edw in  wou ld  take
in life: he was typical of millions of adolescents of the time, and
since, who need a chance stimulus to trigger their true potential.

Imagine the world of the 1890s: most of the cities were
was sti l l  l i t  by gas- l ight ,  and  electr ic  l ight ing was a luxury
fo r  t he  few. Cars  were beginning t o  appear, bu t  were
sti l l  vast ly ou tnumbered by  horse-powered t ranspor t .
To us, no recognisable radio technology existed.

The trigger for Edwin seems to have happened in 1904 when
h is  father, returning f rom a bus iness t r ip  to Europe, b rough t  back
The Boys’ Book of Inventions for the boy. The following year he
gave Edw in  Stor ies of  Inventors, and  t he  seed was p lanted:  at
t he  age of  four teen Edwin  dec ided  t o  become  an  inventor. O f
course there were many areas in science that were blossoming
at the time, and Edwin focussed his attention on wireless. Unlike
many  boys who  set  their  s ights  at  that  age,  Edwin  d idn ’ t  change
his mind, and achieved his ambition way beyond expectations.

Marconi 's Influence
An inspiring figure at the time was of course Guglielmo Marconi
himself. In 1901 he had succeeded in sending the first radio waves
across t he  Atlant ic. Marconi ’s  t r ue  cont r ibut ion t o  t he  then  f ledgl ing
wireless industry was its early commercial development, with the
creation of companies to exploit the technology and his spreading
of the general excitement internationally. With his flamboyant
lifestyle, fast cars, and of course the use of his yacht, the Electra,
he  was t he  inspirat ion fo r  many  tha t  th is  new techno logy cou ld
be exciting and a money-maker, which is exactly what any new
techno logy needs  t o  st imulate i t s  use  and  rap id  development .

Marconi was mainly making money by operating point-to—point
wireless te legraphy l inks i n  compet i t ion  w i th  cab le  l inks.
O f  course,  one  appl icat ion where  te legraph wi res  cou ldn ’ t
compete w i th  wireless was i n  communica t ion  w i th  sh ips,
and Marconi’s inventions were revolutionary in this area.

In his attic bedroom in Yonkers, Edwin began to experiment with
spark  coi ls ,  interrupters, coherers,  and  t he  other  paraphernal ia of
the early art of the wireless telegrapher. He received much help
f rom a neighbour,  Char les R Underhi l l ,  an  engineer w i th  t he  o l d
American Telegraph Company, in the form of informal education
and the donation of several pieces of difficult—to-get—hold-of (for
a boy) equipment. A few local boys, and others up and down
t he  At lant ic seaboard,  were a lso  g r ipped  by t he  same  fever and
communicated with each other by Morse Code. Wireless technology
was so new that amateurs were as likely to be  the originators of
signi f icant developments as  professionals, t hough  t he  professionals
regarded the amateurs simply as generators of interference,



which is  hardly surpr is ing consider ing
the nature of the ‘signal’ radiated by
the crude transmitters of the day.

Even then, Edwin was different from
the others. He was not content with
simply building equipment and using it
to communicate. He always wanted to
understand how things worked (or probably
more accurate for the time, understand how
people thought things worked), develop his
own  theor ies and  improve t he  equ ipment
and  techniques that  came  h is  way.

You have to imagine the state of radio
in those early days: radio ‘broadcasting’,
as we know it, simply didn’t exist. There
were no voice transmissions, only wireless
telegraphy. The problem was that it was
only  poss ib le  t o  generate pu lses  of  RF
energy, typically from sparks or arcs,
which  were sui table fo r  telegraphy, bu t  not
for the transmission of voices or music.
The fundamental technology in use at the
t ime  was of  course spark  t ransmit ters
and coherer—based receivers, which
resulted in reliable communication over
relatively short distances, and relied on the
sensitive ears of the ‘operator’ to discern
signals from the background of natural
and man-made electrical interference.

A note on the use of the words ‘wireless’
and ‘radio’: the word ‘radio’ came into use
about 1910 to  distinguish continuous-wave
transmissions for voice use from spark-gap
generated ‘wireless’ waves which were
used for telegraph communication. I
can’t promise to be consistent with my
use  of  t he  te rms  i n  th is  art icle, so  p lease
be tolerant. For many years in the 20th
century, ‘wireless’ was a dated word, falling
out of use, whereas more recently we
regard wireless networks, wireless phones,
and wireless communication generally
to be the height of new technology.

The  B i r th  of  Broadcast ing
In 1900 Professor Reginald Aubrey
Fessenden of Harvard University became
the first human being to transmit his voice
by radio: having heard  t he  professor h is
assistant telegraphed back that he had
heard  t he  voice,  there  be ing  no  return vo ice
path available. On  Chr is tmas Eve, 1906
Fessenden stoked up the boiler (see later
for why this makes sense) and ‘invented’ a
brand new concept  when  he  t ransmi t ted t he

Howard and Marion Armstrong with the world’s first ‘portable’ radio, Palm Beach 1923
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first—ever radio broadcast, with a selection
of phonograph music, readings from
the Bible, and even the inventor singing
and accompanying himself on the violin.
Finally the ‘announcer’ (again Fessenden
himself)  ended  t he  programme by wish ing
l isteners a Mer ry  Chr is tmas.  Who  were t he
startled l isteners? I suppose  a few loca l
amateur wireless ‘hams’ and the radio
operators on the few ships in the Atlantic
so equipped to receive the broadcast.

See The  First Rad io  Broadcast ,
Chr is tmas 1906  (reference 5) fo r  a
fascinating description of this Christmas
broadcast .  Th is  p ioneer ing event isn ‘ t
wel l  known ,  most  peop le  bel ieving that
Marconi was the one and only pioneer
i n  wireless broadcast ing.  You cou ld
say that Fessenden was himself an
unsung hero of radio whose contribution
wasn ’ t  recogn ised i n  h is  own l i fet ime,
in a similar way to Armstrong.

For the first time, Fessenden was
generat ing cont inuous waves, unl ike the
spark impulses being used by Marconi and
others in the field at the time. The source
of the continuous waves for Fessenden’s
broadcast was a steam driven alternator
producing ‘RF’ at about 70kHz. Fessenden
had placed a water—cooled microphone in
series with the transmitter’s aerial feed, the
water carrying away the heat dissipated
i n  t he  microphone.  A ‘per former ’  had
to speak  (shout?) in to  t he  microphone,
avoiding the water—cooling pipes.

Interestingly, Fessenden had
exper imented i n  abou t  1907 w i th  what
we wou ld  ca l l  today a ‘d i rect  convers ion
receiver’, where the local oscillator
f requency (produced by a carbon-arc
osci l lator arrangement) was  very c lose
to the transmitter’s frequency, and the
beat note was in the audio range. This
was a precursor  to t he  superhet ,  bu t
Fessenden had not attempted to patent
the idea because he was unable to make
the concept work reliably as he didn’t
have access to a stable source of local
oscillation. You can only patent a practical
process, and not just a vague idea,
however promising you think it might be.
A direct conversion receiver is simply a
superhet with an intermediate frequency of
OHz. I t  goes  to show how c lose  an  inventor
can come  to designing a revolut ionary
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Figure 1. Armstrong’s Regenerative Circuit

process, and miss the goal at the last step.
So hopefully the scene is now set for

Armstrong’s most significant contributions
to radio technology. What the industry cried
out for was an accurate and stable source
of cont inuous rad io  waves (to wh i ch  vo ice
and music modulation could be applied) at
frequencies that were not limited by electro-
mechanical alternators, and a sensitive
method of detection and amplification
of those waves. Not much to ask for!

Off t o  Un ivers i t y
In 1909, at the age of nineteen, Armstrong
left home  for  Co lumb ia  Universi ty  to study
what else but electrical engineering. The
curriculum on offer was biased towards
the ‘heavy’ engineering of power stations
and the measurement and switching
of large currents.  Bu t  tha t  wasn ’ t  wha t
Armstrong was interested in:  he  wanted
to s tudy  wha t  we wou ld  ca l l  ‘electronics’,
and specifically the technology of radio
and wireless. To satisfy his instructors he
to lerated t he  electr ical  power courses,
but found his true calling in the telegraphy
courses and is said to have achieved
phenomenal speed with the telegraph key.

He had a tendency to bend the rules of
t he  inst i tut ion and  spent  many  hours  i n  t he
faculty’s laboratory, working on his own
agenda. Luckily the key staff realised his
potential and gave him his head, allowing
him to devise his own experiments and
use the instruments and apparatus as
he saw fit. Even at this early age he was
quest ioning perceived w isdom and  was
never happ ier  t han  when  conf ront ing and
expos ing  errors  i n  the  ‘ known’  facts of  t he
day. This was inherent in his personality and
was a trait he showed throughout his life.

Early on he came under the influence
of a great teacher, Professor Michael
ldvorsky Pupin, who had the rather unusual
belief for the time that students should
be encouraged to use experimentation
to gain a grounding in the fundamental
sciences. This contrasted with the common
view that engineers should be  turned out
in vast numbers by being taught by rote,
to feed the boom in the electro—technical
industries. Pupin himself was an innovator
and invented, amongst other things, loading
coils distributed along telephone lines,



Figure 2. The patent of Armstrong’s Regenerative Circuit
which doubled the range of transmission.

As we’ve already seen from Fessenden’s
work an interesting connection between
wireless and electrical engineering was in
the generation of continuous radio waves
us ing electr ical  generators whose speed
of rotat ion and  w ind ing  arrangements were
designed to generate AC at the desired
high frequency. Pupin was also working
on methods of generating continuous
radio waves, which were still elusive, by
the use of big electric-motor alternators.

Like many others, Armstrong was
grappling with the challenge of how to
construct a sensitive receiver, which the
sets us ing coherers  and  crysta l  detectors
at the time could not be described as.
It appears to be in 1912 when his ideas
crystal l ised and  he  bui l t  and  ref ined an
‘apparatus’,  wh i ch  he  kept  h idden i n  a box
and away from prying eyes, that greatly
amplified‘wireless signals. Although he
demonstrated the ‘box’ to his friends he
divu lged to no -one  how  i t  worked.  He
dropped  h in ts  of  wha t  he  had  done  t o
his instructors at the University, and they
wisely advised him that if he truly believed
i t  was a revolut ionary me thod ,  t hen  he
should file a patent, and Armstrong agreed.

The cost of filing a patent at the time was
about $150 and Armstrong borrowed from
his friends and sold what he could to raise
the money, help having been refused by
h is  father, who s imply  saw th is  act iv i ty  as
a diversion by his son from completing his
degree. It’s said that Armstrong took this
refusal from his father very personally, but
before we are too hard on John Armstrong,
just put yourself in his position: you get a
‘call’ from your son, a university student,
asking for a large amount of money, with
the promise that this will be spent wisely on
a venture that would eventually lead to fame
and fortune. What would you have done?

$150 was a considerable sum of  money
(worth about $3300 today) and the full
amount could not be found. Keeping the
idea bottled up inside, Armstrong grew
more and more concerned that someone
else m igh t  make t he  same invention
and beat him to the patent. Luckily he
approached h i s  Unc le  Frank Smi th ,  who ,
although he was unable to help with any
money, offered the invaluable advice
that he draw a sketch of the device and

1929 Armstrong

have i t  wi tnessed and  notar ized, thereby
pinning down the date and priority of his
concept ion,  unt i l  he  was ab le  to f i le t he
off ic ial  patent. And  th is  he  d id ,  and on
January 31st 1913 for the grand sum of
25 cents a notary affixed his seal and
signature to Armstrong’s document.

30  what was the invention, I hear
you ask?

The Regenerat ive Detector (1912)
Armstrong’s invention came from his
meticulous studies of how the audion,
invented by Lee de  Forest i n  1906,  actual ly
worked. He observed that as a result of
applying an alternating signal to the grid
of  t he  device,  some  alternat ing current
was being superimposed on the DC anode
current,  and  that  th is  alternating anode
current  cou ld  be  s tepped  up  by use  of
a tuned anode circuit, as was common
practice at the time in the aerial to grid
circuit. Now to the revolutionary step: what
wou ld  happen  if th is  anode  t uned  ci rcui t
(known as the ‘wing’ circuit at the time)
was coupled back to the grid tuned circuit?
Armstrong recorded the effect himself
some t ime  afterwards: “Sept  22 ,  1912 set
up circuits and tuned ‘wing circuit’. Great
amplification obtained at once. Noticed
pecul iar change i n  tone  of  s ignal  just  as
maximum amplification was obtained.
Signals changed from clear to hissing
note and audion also hissed when wing
inductance was set to certain value”.

What  he  had  dev ised compr ised i n
fact two distinct inventions: the ‘great
ampl i f icat ion’  effect was t he  sensit ive
regenerative detector, and the change
‘to hissing note’ was the audion circuit
beginning to oscillate as the amount
of  feedback passed a cer ta in  value,
thereby giving us the vacuum valve (or
tube) oscillator, which was to dominate
the generation of wireless waves for
many generations, and whose principles
are extended today in to  t ransistor and
integrated circuit oscillators of all sorts.

We can easily observe these effects
today as we carefully adjust the
React ion (or Regeneration) cont ro l
on a TRF radio. Up to a certain point,
the received signal becomes louder
and  clearer, bu t  once  you go  past that
po in t ,  whis t les and  howls  are heard as
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(right) with Marconi, Behind them is Marconi’s original shack from 1900

the  detec tor  becomes an  oscil lator.
Refer to Figure 1 for a diagram of how

the circuit worked. I’ve also shown in Figure
2 the rather harder to understand diagram
from the eventual patent (specifically
for the regenerative receiver circuit)
number 1,113,149 ‘Wireless Receiving
System’, finally granted in October 6,
1914. Armstrong didn’t patent the use of
regenerative feedback as an oscillator until
much later: he often stated that he was only
really interested in receiver innovations. Of
course when it came to his later invention,
t he  superhet ,  th is  re l ied on  t he  use  of  s tab le
cont inuous  wave osci l lators, t hough  he
had  no  way of  ant ic ipat ing th is  i n  1912.

You can imagine the effect on Armstrong
in that period from September 1912 until
the visit to the notary at the end of January
1913, w i th  t he  idea bot t led  up  in  h i s  head,
unable to communicate the concept to
anyone, not even his closest friends, for
fear of its being ‘stolen’. In this period he
was regularly receiving clear signals from
vast distance, unheard by anyone else.
Here I think we see that Armstrong was
a t rue  ‘professional ’  inventor i n  that he
realised his idea had great commercial
value and therefore needed protecting with
a patent,  rather  than tak ing  the  ‘amateur ’
approach and publicising the idea to
all and sundry. And don’t forget he was
‘simply’ a university undergraduate, still
attending lectures and studying for his
exams just like the rest of the students.

Lee de  Forest and  the Audion
Most people involved in our hobby have
heard of the audion (which we refer to now
as the triode), invented by Lee de Forest in
1906,  when  he  added  a th i rd  e lect rode (the
grid) to t he  Edison-Fleming d i ode  vacuum
tube.  Because  we  know tha t  t he  t r iode i s
capab le  o f  ampl i f icat ion, t he  o f ten-made
assumpt ion  i s  that  t he  aud ion  immediately
revolutionised wireless receivers by
amplifying the output of the detector stage,
and did away with the need for a more
sensitive detector, or even found immediate
appl icat ion as  a sensit ive detector  itself.
This was not the case: the action of the
audion was not well understood (de Forest
himself believed the anode to cathode
cur rent  that  t he  g r i d  cont ro l led consis ted
not of electrons but of gaseous ions) and



Armstrong in his Army uniform

early devices amplified the signal very
little, and so it was little used. The results
of at tempts to make the  aud ion act as an
amplifying detector were inconclusive,
as it was impossible to differentiate
between improvements in the efficiency
of t he  detector, and  real ampl i f icat ion.

See reference 6 for an excellent account
of the early days of valve development
and manufacture, including of course,
de Forest’s audion. De Forest was
himself a prodigious patenter of his
inventions: in the field of electronics he
eventually held something like 200.

As late as 1954 a letter from Armstrong
was published in the January issue of
Wireless World trying to set the record
straight on that period from 1906 to 1913.
His view was that even after the invention of
the  de  Forest t r iode,  t he  preferred methods
of radio detection were still the coherer
and crystal detector, until Armstrong had
correctly explained how the triode actually
worked, and adopted it  in the regenerative
detector. He still argued that the triode
was hampered by incorrect explanations
of how it worked, until Armstrong himself
had correct ly expla ined i ts  funct ioning.

After graduating from University in
1914, Armst rong stayed on  as a junior
instructor, an ideal position for him as it
gave him access to the laboratories and
allowed his pioneering work to continue.
A fellowship followed, which allowed
full-time access to the laboratory.

A note on  the  spel l ing of  Lee de  Forest’s
surname,  wh i ch  you variously see  as  ‘De
Forest’ and ‘de Forest‘: l checked on
some of  h is  aud ion  patent appl icat ions
and they show a s ignature of  Lee de
Forest,  so  I’l l a ssume  that ’s  t he  correct
spelling. From reading about de Forest he
doesn’t sound a very likeable person. It’s
easy to take shots at him and so I will as
well. With the benefit of hindsight I quote
here what he said about the transistor in
1952: “The transistor will more and more
supplement ,  bu t  never supplant ,  the
audion.  I t s  f requency l imitat ions, a few

Armstrong‘s equipment in Philosophy Hall, Columbia University, which first made FM possible

hundred kilocycles, and its strict power
l imi tat ions wi l l  never permi t  i t s  general
replacement of the audion amplifier".

I n  the  Army
The US joined The Great War in April 1917
and many  rad io  amateurs volunteered for
the services. These amateurs were in the
vanguard of wireless technology and began
to form the backbone of the US Army
Signal Corps and the Navy, to extend this
new technology to military communications.

Armstrong's reputation was already well
known and he was offered a captaincy
in the Army. After putting his business
affairs into the hands of his sister Ethel
and Aunt Rissie, he packed up and at the
age of twenty-seven, sailed for Europe
in the summer of 1917. As he wrote back
to h i s  family, and  th i s  was typ ica l  of  t he
man, on the voyage he befriended the
ship’s rad io  operator,  ‘bor rowed ’  an  aud ion
and some wire, and built a regenerative
receiver which of course out-performed
t he  ‘s tandard ’  rad io  on  board the  ship,
to the amazement of all who heard it.

Having arrived in Southampton the
ship was held up  for a few days because
of bad weather. One evening, Armstrong
dec ided t o  make  h i s  way up  to London ,
where he popped into Marconi House,
the  headquarters of  the  Br i t ish Marconi
Company. Here he met Captain Henry
Joseph Round ,  (himself a bri l l iant developer
of early radio circuits: I recently found a
reference to his involvement in investigating
oscillating crystal amplification in 1926),
and learned of the problem occupying
the minds of the finest Allied scientists,
that  of detect ing and  ampl i fy ing what
were then very high frequency signals
in the range 500kHz to 3MHz, thought
to be in use by the Germans for secret
field communications, knowing they were
way beyond the range of detection by
the Allies. No immediate solution to the
problem was obv ious,  bu t  t he  prob lem
was well and truly planted in Armstrong’s
mind, when he eventually found himself
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in  h is  u l t imate dest inat ion, Paris.
The following weeks were busy

for Armstrong as he and his staff
built transmitters and regenerative
receivers, radical ly improv ing the
American Expeditionary Force’s wireless
communications network. He also
drove the development of an aeroplane
wireless communica t ions  system,
making many of the test flights himself
i n  t he  observer ’s  seat,  i n  t he  inherent ly
dangerous aircraft of the time, let alone
the fact that there was a war on.

The key to solving the problem of how
to detect and amplify signals that lay
beyond the range of current detection
techn iques i s  sa id  to have been t r iggered
when Armstrong was watching a German
air-raid over Paris in March 1918 and
speculat ing on  whether  i t  would  be  poss ib le
to detect t he  extremely h i gh  f requency
waves emitted by the bombers’ engine
ignition systems, and hence perhaps direct
anti-aircraft fire more accurately. I t  was
on  h is  way back  to h is  apar tment  tha t  t he
solution came to him. Working long hours
he constructed an 8-valve receiver whose
detection and amplification performance
exceeded his regenerative circuit by a
considerable margin. The potential of
the idea went well beyond the aircraft
detection system he first considered:
what he had here was a brand new form
of radio receiver. He called the invention
‘the super-sonic heterodyne’ which we
commonly abbreviate to the superhet.

Armstrong spent  as much  t ime  on
his new invention as he could, striving
to develop it into a viable military
communications receiver, and field tests
through the summer of 1918 showed
great promise. He had no desire to
keep t he  superhet  concept  a secret ,
but strove immediately to apply i t  to the
needs of military communications. In
November 1918, the ‘war to end all wars’
came to an end, with all participants
exhausted, and the immediate need
for the superhet declined, never having



been used as a direction finder or as
the detector of the enemy’s secret radio
traffic, which in fact never existed.

At that time, the US Army allowed
inventions made by serving staff in its
laboratories to be retained by the inventor,
and so Armstrong began to secure
the patent on the superhet. The initial
application for the superhet patent was
dated December 30, 1918, in Paris.

There was no immediate return to the
US for Major Armstrong (as he was by
now, retaining the title for the rest of
his life). There was still work to be done
establishing and maintaining the military
communication network as occupying
forces moved into Germany. Recognising
Armstrong’s valuable contribution to
communications in France during the war,
he was awarded the medal and ribbon
of a Chevalier de la Legion D’honneur by
the French government in early 1919.

He was in the chateau where the
armistice commission was sitting,
inspecting the regenerative equipment
that was keeping the American delegation
in contact with the US government when
he received the news that de Forest
was initiating legal action against his
regenerative circuit US patent, which
was still pending. In fact de Forest’s
own Radio Telephone and Telegraph
Company was using the regenerative circuit
without even acknowledging Armstrong’s
contribution to its development. It seems
that de Forest had two main reasons
for attacking Armstrong’s patent, one
personal and one commercial. Firstly

his pride was hurt at the implication that
he  didn’t understand his own invention,
and secondly, should Armstrong’s patent
be upheld, then de Forest’s company
would have to pay royalties for the
commercial exploitation of the audion.

And so in September 1919, the ‘Major’,
a civilian once more, returned to sleep
in the attic in Yonkers where he had
spent his early years, surrounded by
his dusty old wireless gear, and began
the fight for his patent rights, which
was to last for the rest of his life.

The Superheterodyne Circuit (1918)
Armstrong’s idea of the superhet seems
to have had a smooth path to the granting
of a US patent. The all-important US
version was filed in the US Patent office
on February 8 ,  1919. No  issues arose with
the granting of the patent and on June 8,
1920 US Patent number 1,342,885 entitled
‘Method of receiving High Frequency
Oscillation’ became another of Armstrong’s
milestones in the history of radio.

The problem that the superhet solved
was how to detect and amplify signals
that were higher in frequency than the
regenerative detector could cope with
directly. Armstrong’s idea was to convert
the incoming signal to a lower, fixed
frequency (the intermediate frequency, or IF)
where it could be greatly amplified, before
coming to a conventional detector (usually
regenerative itself in early superhets),
and from there to the audio stages of
the receiver. In fact what Armstrong’s
patent describes (see reference 7) is a

Below: Figure 3 .  VHF  feeder unit, Practical Wireless, June 1964
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multi-conversion superhet where the IF
stages operate at  1MHz,  100kHz and 20kHz
and as he says “The number of stages of
frequency conversion and amplification
which may be employed is almost unlimited
if the frequency is lowered in small steps
each time”. This is somewhat of an over
simplification of what we would call
‘multiple-conversion’, and issues of image
reception and spurious frequencies arising
from the many local oscillators make this
type of superhet a tricky beast to tame.
However a patent is intended to cover
as many applications and extensions of
the  basic invention as possible, so as to
protect against possible ‘workarounds’.

Of course in the majority of broadcast
superhets, only one IF  is used, with maybe
one of two stages of amplification, and
this is very adequate for the sensitivity
and selectivity needed for broadcast
use. Many professional, sophisticated
amateur, and military receivers (ie
expensive ones) use multiple—conversion
schemes, correctly anticipated by
Armstrong all those years ago.

The prototype superhet Armstrong
had produced was unsuitable for mass
production, and the work now started
to what we would call ‘productise’ the
circuit. Ideally a superhet should have
two controls: the tuning knob and the
volume control (and maybe a bandswitch
if you want to cover more than one band). .
Armstrong’s prototype was a long way
from this ideal: you can imagine how the
input tuning, local oscillator frequency and
coupling, IF amplifiers’ frequency settings,
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The dial of the Zenith 7H820 radio, which covers the original FM band of around
about  42MHZ to  48MHZ

HF- ARMSTRONG SYSTEM
“(MD uuommsmons HHS . .

Armstrong FM label

detector  regenerat ion con t ro l  and  var ious HT, b ias  and  LT vo l tages
were all variable, as you’d expect in this highly experimental set.

In fact the superhet was slow to get into commercial
production. It was more complex than the good old TRF, and
newer valves, capable of amplifying at higher frequencies, and
the almost universal application of Armstrong’s original invention,
regeneration, made the TRF a continuing potent form of receiver
for many years to come. It wasn’t until higher lFs, the design of
correct tracking of the aerial and oscillator circuits, and the need
(because of more crowded broadcast bands) for better selectivity
than the TRF could supply, that the superhet gained ascendency,
in the late 19203/early 19303. The first RCA-produced set hit the

Eilen RX18 receiver, 1937

shops in 1924. Reference 8 gives an excellent account of how
t he  superhet  developed and  'slowly ga ined  acceptance unt i l ,
by about 1934, it completely dominated receiver production.

Mak ing  Money and  L i t iga t ion
In 1920 Armstrong received and swiftly accepted an offer of
$335,000, payable over ten years, for both his regenerative detector
and  superhet  patents,  no t  f rom one  of  t he  estab l ished names  i n
the industry, but from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company. Armstrong badly needed the money to continue his
development work and pay his lawyers. An additional $200,000
would be paid once the feedback oscillator patent, still held up in
interference proceedings with de Forest, was issued. Westinghouse
had been left out of the 1919 wireless industry agreement, but saw
the potential to make money and were playing catch-up. Having
purchased  a la rge interest i n  a company  founded  on  Fessenden’s
inventions, it now saw the importance of Armstrong’s work and
saw i ts  acquis i t ion as  a way of  leap- f rogging t he  compet i t ion .

In those heady early days, Armstrong became a millionaire,
but he continued his association with his well-loved Columbia
University initially as an assistant professor of electrical
engineering, eventually succeeding Pupin, but taking no salary
and delivering very few lectures. He set up his development
laboratory in the basement of the University’s Philosophy
Hall, which was to remain his base for the rest of his life.

During the 19203 and 19303 Armstrong was involved in what
was, for the time, the longest patent lawsuit ever litigated, at 12
years. In particular, it concerned the regenerative circuit, patented,
as you will recall, by Armstrong in 1914 and subsequently patented



by Lee de Forest in 1916. Needing the
cash, de Forest had sold the rights to
h i s  patent to AT&T. Between 1922 and
1934, Armstrong was embroiled in a
patent war, between himself, RCA, and
West inghouse on  one  s ide,  and  de  Forest
and AT&T on the other. Armstrong won
the first round of the lawsuit, lost the
second, and was stalemated in a third.
When the case ultimately came before
the Supreme Court of the United States,
de Forest was granted the regeneration
patent in what is today widely believed to
be a totally unfair judgment, based on the
misunderstanding of the technical facts.

Super-regeneration (1922)
The  next  s igni f icant  cont r ibu t ion
Armstrong made to radio technology was
super-regenerat ion,  and  as  i t  sounds ,  i t ’s
a development from regeneration,raising
t he  potent ia l  ampl i f icat ion factor, and
hence  t he  sensi t iv i ty  of  any  receiver us ing
it, by several orders of magnitude. The
clever ‘trick’ of the technique is that i t
effect ively ‘automates’  t he  ad jus tment
of  t he  regenerat ion cont ro l ,  pass ing
through the point of highest amplification
hundreds of thousands of times a second.

The effect was discovered by Armstrong
somewhat by acc iden t  wh i ls t  se t t ing  up
a regenerative receiver, which suddenly
burst into a previously unknown high
volume level and then returned to its
norma l  level. A less  inquis i t ive man
may have shrugged his shoulders and
dismissed it as ‘just one of those things’,
but not Armstrong. The ever inquisitive
and patient Armstrong was shocked by
the knowledge that after almost ten years'
work on the subject, the regenerative
c i rcu i t  had  sp rung  a surpr ise on  h im .
After many weeks of exhaustive work,
he pinned the effect down to a new form
of operat ion of  t he  regenerat ive c i rcu i t ,
which he called ‘super—regeneration’.

Armstrong filed patent number
1,424,065 “Signaling (sic) System’, on 27th
June, 1921, and the patent was granted
relatively quickly on 25th July, 1922. The
application says: “This invention has for
its object the provision of a method of
operating an electric regenerative system
and  of  appara tus  fo r  ob ta in ing  eno rmous
amplification of varying electric currents
by means  of  cer ta in  modi f i ca t ions  and
applications of the well known feedback
o r  regenerat ive pr inc ip le.  The  resul ts
obtainable are of striking character and
are the results of a new principle which
will be termed super-regeneration”. As
usual the detailed patent description of
the principle isn’t easy to understand,
which always seems to be the case.

Most readers will have heard of
super-regeneration, but maybe a reminder
of how it  works would be useful. Unlike
a ‘normal ’  regenerat ive receiver, a
super-regenerat ive receiver uses  a lower
frequency oscillator (either within the
same stage as the detector or by using a
separate oscillator stage) to provide in a
single device, circuit gains of around one
million. This second oscillator periodically

interrupts or ‘quenches’ the main received
RF osci l lat ion,  a l lowing t he  RF  s ignal  to be
bui l t  up  over and  over. St r ic t ly  speak ing,
the main RF oscillation still occurs: the
detector starts to build up the incoming RF
signal to and slightly above oscillation level.
But the net result is that most of the time
t he  detector i s  ampl i fy ing t he  RF  s ignal  and
is creating a free running RF oscillation in
only a small portion of its quenching cycle.

One way of looking at this is to think
that  t he  quench  c i rcu i t  i s  ad jus t ing
the regeneration control up and down
at an  u l t rasonic rate,  typ ica l ly  a round
100kHz. At some stage of this rapid
adjusting of the regeneration control,
the circuit is going to pass through the
high sensitivity of a perfectly adjusted
regenerative receiver, when signals will
be  received at great sensitivity. In order
to hear the demodulated signal, you need
to filter out the RF oscillation and the
quenching/ regenerat ion f requency wi th
a low pass fi l ter, and  al l  that  i s  lef t  i s  the
ultrasonically sampled demodulated audio.

Of all Armstrong’s inventions, this
is possibly the most ‘nichey’ and has
probably  had  t he  least  commerc ia l
exploitation over the years. It’s interesting
therefore that in the heady days of the
early 19203, RCA valued the invention so
much that they purchased it  for $200,000
and  60 ,000  RCA shares,  we l l  before t he
superhet, which preceded it by four years
o r  so ,  cou ld  be  commerc ia l l y  explo i ted.
RCA in general, and its general manager
at t he  t ime,  Dav id  Sarnof f  (who was an
o ld  f r iend o f  Armstrong)  i n  part icular ,  saw
in  i t  a new receiver technology,  capab le
o f  reviv ing the i r  f lagg ing sa les  at  t he  t ime
in the face of stiff competition. In fact
the technique was not very suitable for
use in receivers in the AM broadcasting
wor ld  tha t  was developing:  speci f ical ly,
it was not able to separate stations
f rom one  another  when  they  were c lose
together. Another drawback with the
super-regenerative receiver is that the
detector outputs a characteristic hiss
until a signal is tuned in, when it  stops
and  c lear  aud io  i s  heard .  A pract ical
receiver  therefore needs  a sque lch
circuit to eliminate this annoying hiss.

App l i ca t ions  of  Super- regenerat ion
As I researched this article I found many
examples  of  t he  use  of  t h i s  techn ique,
wh i ch  was f o r  many  years t he  most
effective method of receiving higher
frequency transmissions. I’m being
deliberately vague with the phrase ‘higher
frequency’ as of course this is a relative
te rm,  t he  mean ing  o f  wh i ch  has  var ied
over  t he  years.  Let ’s  take  a l ook  at some  of
these applications, which may be unfamiliar
to t he  reader, and  see t he  types o f  usage
where this invention had advantages over
other receiving techniques.

Many of you will be familiar with the
Wireless Set No.19, used mainly in
armoured vehicles. The short range
UHF (round about  235MHz) ‘B  Set ’
t ransceiver i n  t h i s  famous  transceiver,
used  i n  vast quant i t ies  i n  World War
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ll, used a super-regenerative receiver.
In fact over the years, lots of military
and commercial walkie-talkies have
used super-regenerative receivers,
because of their simplicity.

Although not found in too many
commercial receivers, super-regeneration
has been used in amateur designs from
time to  time. Writing in 1955, the author of
Mak ing  a Rad io  Telescope (reference 9)
wrote: “... the successful construction of
a radiotelescope seems to be beyond the
capabilities of an amateur. A TRF receiver
with sufficient gain has - of necessity —
insufficient bandwidth, and the input of a
superhet  seems  to  be  t oo  no isy  t o  be  of
any practical use. A super—regenerative
receiver can, however, easily be made to
fulfil these requirements satisfactorily. It
has sufficient bandwidth, extremely high
gain, and its signal-to-noise ratio can be
kept low enough to be employed usefully
to detect the faint signals from the Sun
or the Milky Way”. Praise indeed for this
application of super-regeneration to
listening to non-manmade radio sources.

A Two Stage VHF Feeder Unit for
45-108Mc/s, using a 954 acorn pentode
pre-amplifier and a DET20 triode
self-quenching super-regenerative
detector,  appeared i n  Pract ica l  Wire less
in 1964 (see Figure 3, from reference 10).
A transistorised version of this circuit
appeared later as The ExploreraAM/FM
VHF Receiver (see Figure 4, from reference
11), having an RF amp and self-quenching
super-regenerat ive detector,  based on
Sinclair ADT140 transistors. The title
of this article emphasises that this
form of detector is equally at home
demodulating AM and FM signals. These
two relatively recent circuits show that
an RF amplifier is essential to isolate the
detector from the antenna, to eliminate
any possibility of the oscillating detector
f rom radiat ing v ia  t he  antenna.

As high frequency transistors
became avai lable i n  the  19605,  many
single transistor FM broadcast band
(88MHz - 108MHz) and  AM aircraf t  band
(108MHz — 137MHz) receivers using
t he  super—regenerative pr inc ip le  were
published in amateur magazines. Many
simple valve and transistor radio control
receivers a lso used  t he  technique,  g iv ing
compact and low power receivers, of prime
importance in radio controlled models.

If you thought super-regeneration
was now a dead technology, I found
many  references on  t he  Internet  fo r
such  receivers,  inc lud ing one  fo r  a
“micropower integrated super-regenerative
transceiver for 868MHz, built on
0.8pm BiCMOS process”!

Radio Technology i n  t he  19305
Let’s go back in time again and look at
the major effect Armstrong’s inventions
had on the state of radio technology by
the middle of the 1930s. An interesting
snapshot of  state-of-the-art amateur
receivers can be  gleaned from publications
of the time. For example, the March 1937
edition of the US-produced Short Wave



and Television Magazine (reference 12)
shows a mixture of regenerative TRF
and  superhet  receivers. The  Eilen Radio
Laboratories RX—18 receiver, covering
3,000 to 21/2 metres (approximately 100kHz
- 120MHz), is basically a TRF with an RF
stage and a regenerative detector for
wavelengths between 81/2 to 3,000 metres,
but to quote the advert “for reception
below 81/2 meters, an additional 6JSG
t ube  i s  used i n  an  ext remely sensit ive
super-regenerat ive c i rcui t ,  whose output
is fed in (sic) the amplifier in the usual
manner”. In the advert for this receiver
(see the photograph) frequencies around
the 21/2 metre wavelength are referred to
as “u l t ra-h igh f requency wavelengths”,
in the strange mixture of wavelength and
frequency terminology used at the time. In
the  mid-1930s,  t h i s  was the  on ly  way these
Very High Frequencies (VHF), as we would
now refer to them,  cou ld  be  received, be ing
way outside the range of a superhet, which
typ ica l ly  petered ou t  at 25MHz  o r  so .

It makes me wonder what was going on
at these elevated frequencies in the 19305?
A list of the world's broadcast stations
in 1937 shows the highest frequency in
use of 31.6MHz by a handful of US-based
‘broadcast experimental’ stations, and
then an empty gap of 10MHz or so down to
regular ‘broadcast service’ stations round
about 21MHz. included in this category
was GSJ, the BBC’s short wave service
from Daventry, on 21.530MHz. Certainly
there were amateurs pushing the high
f requency boundar ies,  bu t  commerc ia l
VHF t ransmissions hadn ’ t  s tar ted yet.

So here we are in 1937 and all receivers
used at least one, and often two, out of
Armstrong’sthree key inventions so far,
namely regeneration, super-regeneration
and the superhet principle. Let’s also
remember that the local oscillators in all
the superhets, as well as the oscillators
in all the transmitters in use, used
Armstrong’s regeneration (or feedback,
as we would call i t  in this application)
circuit to maintain oscillation.

Wide-band Frequency Modulation (1933)
By the early 19308 Armstrong believed
that the radio industry had compromised
on quality for the sake of low production
costs, driven to low selling prices by stiff
compet i t ion,  and  there’s some  t ru th  i n  t he
claim. We are probably all familiar with the
target of Armstrong’s ire: the ‘All American
Five’ circuit was a standardised, low cost
circuit, pared to the bone, and of indifferent
aud io  per formance,  manufactured i n  i ts
millions by hundreds of manufacturers
right up to the end of the valve era (and
very collectable today). Maybe Armstrong
missed the point that this approach to radio
design had resulted in the democratisation
of communication. Radios had sold in vast
numbers  al l  over t he  wor ld ,  and  t he  masses
now had the means of finding out what was
happening i n  their  own count ry  and i n  the
rest of t he  wor ld .  Let ’s not  be  too h ighbrow
about this: they had also, of course, found
a new a source of mass entertainment.

Radio sales seemed to have reached

a plateau: many smaller radio producers
had gone bankrupt and even the mighty
RCA posted heavy losses in 1932 and
1933, driving the corporation, and most
others,  to cost—reduce i ts  products  as
much  as poss ib le  s imp ly  to survive.

The other problem that the industry,
including Armstrong, was grappling
with was interference, both man-made
(presumably from electrical machinery
and motor cars), and natural noise
from thunderstorms in the atmosphere.
Generically these types of interference were
known as  ‘static’, and  be ing  pu lses of  RF
energy, similar to man-made broadcast AM
i tself, i t  was readi ly demodu la ted  by AM
radios,  and  mani fested itself as t he  buzzes,
crashes and other noises we are all familiar
with. Expensive professional and amateur
receivers incorporated ‘no ise l imiters’  wh ich
helped to some extent, but didn’t solve the
problem for low cost domestic radios.

These two ideas of how to eliminate
static interference whilst improving audio
quality came together in Armstrong’s mind
and crystallised around the capabilities
of FM. What Armstrong was now trying
to develop was not simply a new type
of, or an enhancement to, a receiving
technique, but a new type of modulator,
an associated receiver, and the allocation
of frequency for FM broadcasts. All this,
of course, was happening in the face of
an entrenched AM—based broadcast and
radio manufactur ing industry.  i f  that  wasn’ t
bad enough, the Depression of the 19306
militated against the massive investment
needed to deve lop and dep loy  th is  new
technology. It’s a classic ‘Catch 22’
situation: the industry needed investment
in new technology to stimulate new sales
to  bring it out of the Depression, but i t
was in survival mode and simply didn’t
have the money to make that investment.

FM wasn’t a new modulation technique:
way back in 1903 there had been
unsuccessfu l  at tempts to emp loy  i t  us ing
an arc transmitter. After the invention of
t he  valve osci l lator i n  1913 (by Armstrong
himsel f  of  course) mo re  at tempts were
made to harness what looked like a
reasonable candidate for a new modulation
method. However the prevailing opinion of
experimenters and mathematicians until
.Armstrong’s work in the late 1920s was
that FM offered no  hope of  a pract ical
communication system. In fact it was RCA’s
engineers who had been the most vocal in
their conclusions that FM was a non-starter.
This opinion was somewhat influenced
by the notion that any new FM-based
transmitters would have to be ‘shoe horned’
into the existing AM broadcast bands,
between existing AM stations. As a result,
any analysis of ‘narrow—band’ FM reached
the valid conclusion that the transmission of
intel l igible speech o r  mus i c  was impossib le.
As was typical of the man, Armstrong didn’t
approach the problem from this standpoint.

Armstrong was very susp ic ious of
mathematicians who told him something
was impossible, and always took the
experimental approach, believing that
their wrong conclusions could easily be

based on wrong assumptions. And so it
was that Armstrong guided his engineers
in the development of FM as a viable
broadcast system from first principles.

His first breakthrough was not to allow
himself to be constrained by any need for
a narrow—band signal, instead allowing
the FM modulator to produce a very wide
output  spect rum,  when  compared to a
typical AM signal. Clearly this had serious
implications on the frequency bands that
would eventually have to be used, and
hence the design of transmitters and
receivers, but Armstrong didn’t let this
worry him at this stage. Wideband FM,
as he  was produc ing,  tu rned  ou t  to be
capable of transmitting with very high
fidelity and clarity, and was much more
resilient in the face of interference than AM.

Armstrong secured th ree patents
covering wideband FM in 1933. They
are: 1,941,066; 1,941,068; and 1,941,096:
others followed as the system was refined.
You can see the vast bread—boarded
FM system he produced in his
photograph,  s i t t ing i n  t he  basement  l ab
of Philosophy Hall, Columbia University.

Jus t  before Chr is tmas 1933,  Armstrong
invited Sarnoff (who was by now
President of RCA) to his laboratories for
a demonstration of the new FM system.
Armstrong was still a considerable
stockholder  i n  RCA,  kept a keen interest i n
what the corporation did and was willing
to offer the company first refusal on the
f rui ts of h is  work ,  at  a pr ice of  course.

What Sarnoff was looking for was a
relatively simple circuit that could be
grafted on to AM radio designs to magically
eliminate static interference and hence
restore RCA’s fortunes. What he saw
was nothing like this: indeed it  was a
room full of bread—boarded valve circuits
and test gear. He  soon real ised that th is
was a completely new radio system,
needing new transmitters, receivers
and  frequency al locat ions beyond the
capaci ty  of  t he  current ly used  AM bands .

Not  d ismiss ing t he  system immediately,
at least Sarnoff had the foresight
to acknowledge the potential of the
system and kept his engineers talking
to Armstrong. i t  was suggested that
the FM transmitter be moved to the top
of the Empire State Building for ‘real’
broadcasting tests. 80  in the spring
of 1934 the FM modulator was set up
at the top of the Empire State, and
connected to a 2kW, 44MHz transmitter
which was already there for experimental
TV purposes. The receiver was set up
some 70  mi les  away on  Long  Island.

A word or two about Armstrong’s
FM receiver: I had imagined initially
that  th is  was an  ideal  appl icat ion fo r
super—regeneration, and indeed some
commercial receivers that were eventually
produced d id  use  th is  technique,  bu t
Armstrong’s design was pretty much
what we would expect today from a
quality FM receiver. It was a superhet,
‘heterodyning’ down the incoming signal
to an  intermediate f requency where i t  was
amplified, and then passed through a



‘limiter’, which clipped off any amplitude
variations, and hence eliminated any
amplitude-carried interference the signal,
may have picked up en route. The FM
signal was then converted back into
amplitude variations by a ‘discriminator’,
ready for detection and amplification
by t he  f inal  s tages of  t he  superhet .

Armstrong made the first public
‘ demonstration of his FM system at the

end of his lecture ‘A Method of Reducing
Disturbances in Radio Signalling by a
System of  Frequency Modula t ion ’  i n  front
of a large meeting of the Institute of' Radio
Engineers on November 5th, 1935. The
transmitting station on this occasion was
the amateur station of Armstrong’s old
f r iend Randy Runyon,  W2AG, converted
to operate FM on 110MHz (remarkably
close to the final FM band allocations in
the US and UK). Again the transmitter was
seventy miles away from the receiver.

The  repertoire of  the  test consisted of
voice, music (both live and from records)
and the pouring of a glass of water, the
crumpling of paper and the striking of
an oriental gong, intended to show off
the high signal to noise ratio and high
dynamic  range of  FM,  result ing i n  the
overall high quality of the radio link. No
one  who heard  t he  test was d isappointed.

However, from a commerc ia l  po in t  of
view, the reaction to the new system
was low key. This was not simply a
case of designing and building some
new low cost radios (or modifying
existing models), and selling them. There
were no FM stations on the air, and
the challenges of getting commercial
stations on the air at frequencies around
100MHz were known to be significant.

Maybe Sarnoff  was pre-occup ied  wi th
the  development  of  RCA’s TV serv ices
wh i ch  were p lanned  for launch i n  t he
second half  o f  t he  19303, and  perhaps he
even saw the high bandwidth needs of FM
radio broadcasting to be in competition
with TV’s requirements. RCA certainly
benefitted from Armstrong’s pioneering
work in proving the viability and range
of transmissions in the 40MHz - 110MHz
range, seen to be ideal for TV channels.

For Armstrong the battle to get FM
broadcasting adopted now became a
personal  c rusade.  One  v iew i s  that  a
commercial organisation like RCA has
the right (indeed the obligation to its
stockholders) to choose to roll-out services,
or not, based on sound financial analysis.
The corporation simply decided to give TV
priority over FM, and in the end the buck
stopped w i th  t he  President,  David Sarnoff
himself, for such an important decision. It
was nothing personal, that’s where he saw
t he  most  market potent ia l .  I n  retrospect
when  we l ook  at  the  dol lar /pound size of
the TV industry compared to the size of the
radio industry, he was probably correct.
Another  view, and  a lmost  inevitably the
one Armstrong took, was that a single
monol i th ic  corporat ion l ike RCA shouldn ’ t
have the right to deprive the American
people of a major innovation, or dictate the

order  i n  wh ich  invent ions are in t roduced.

FM Broadcasting Begins
The ‘guardian of the airwaves’ was of
course the FCC and they were being
successful ly  l obb ied  by RCA and NBC to
resist Armstrong’s request for  spectrum for
experimental FM broadcasting. Eventually
Armstrong was reluctantly granted a license
to broadcast FM in a small frequency
al locat ion, beginn ing i n  1939,  and even
created h i s  own stat ion, W2XMN,  i n  Alp ine,
New Jersey. Surprisingly, applications for
FM licenses poured in and the network
built up quickly, prompting more and more
manufacturers to add the FM band to their
sets, and  pay ing Armstrong royalt ies for
the privilege. You can see ‘The Armstrong
System’ license logo on the back of a late
19403 Zenith 7H820 radio, which covers the
original FM band of around about 42MHz
to 48MHz,  i n  t he  photograph.  Th is  mode l  i s
relatively rare, as it was only made for one
year, and is very collectable, as are other
sets featuring the ‘Armstrong FM band’.

But RCA did not give up on harrying
Armstrong’s cont inu ing efforts to promote
FM broadcasting. RCA were still lobbying
the FCC on the allocation of frequencies for
the fledgling television industry. Although
they denied any wrongdoing, RCA (and
we know that Sarnoff himself was heavily
involved in this process) managed to get
the FCC to move the FM radio spectrum
to its final resting place of 88MHz to 108
MHz, while getting new television channels
allocated in that 40MHz to 50MHz range.
Of course as  soon as  that  happened,  a l l
radios cover ing t he  or iginal  ’Armstrong’  FM
band were rendered obsolete overnight.

When eventually RCA saw the merits of
FM, they tried to get around Armstrong’s
patents with the use of the ‘ratio’ or  ‘Foster-
Seeley’ detector. This had the merit of
combining the limiter and discriminator
functions into a single circuit stage. There
was a loss  i n  qual i ty,  main ly  i n  that  i t  was
sensitive to amplitude variations (which
was Armstrong’s aim to eliminate) for
the sake of lower cost, which of course
grated on  Armstrong's  phi losophy.  RCA
even successfully offered their detector
to l icensees wi th  c la ims  of  ‘Super-FM',  as
entirely developed by RCA’s engineers.
Eventually in 1948, Armstrong debunked
all the claims of the ratio detector and
proved it to be what i t  was, a poor
quality imitation of the ‘real thing’.

Of course how FM broadcasting turned
out was not quite how Armstrong had
expected. AM i s  st i l l  a dominant  force
in  popu la r  broadcast ing,  w i th  many h i gh
power stations still crammed into the
relatively narrow Medium and Long-wave
bands,  jus t  as  they were i n  t he  19303.
FM is reserved for high quality stereo
broadcasts from a network of relatively
local transmitters. The two modulation
systems happily co-exist, and the threat to
both today is from new digital modulation
systems such  as DAB and DRM.

The Second World War
When the  Second World War broke out i n
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Europe i n  1939,  ‘Major ’  Armstrong was no
longer the young man capable of donning
his uniform and getting directly involved.
Knowing of his innovative reputation the US
Signal Corps came looking for advice on
how they could adapt FM into their mobile
communications systems. In his typical
patriotic manner, Armstrong put his lab at
the disposal of the military at no cost.

When the US entered the war in
1941, product ion of  commercia l  radio
equ ipment  was suspended,  wh ich  also
meant a dead stop to the development
of FM broadcasting. Existing FM
stations, including Armstrong’s own
W2XMN cont inued to broadcast, bu t
no new stations or new FM receivers
were bu i l t  th roughout  the  war years.

Of course the number of years that
Armstrong’s patents still had to run
continued to count down, war or no war.
At the time a US patent gave exclusive
rights to the patentee for only seventeen
years from the date of grant, and so 1950
was the deadline year for the FM patents.

The Beg inn ing  of the  End
In  1948,  Armstrong’s basic FM patents had
only two more years to run. Since 1933
he had taken on himself all the technical
and commercial risks of getting FM
adopted as a h igh  qual i ty  rad io  service.
In July 1948 Armstrong’s lawyers began
the suit against RCA and NBC for “wilful
infringement, and inducing others to
infringe”, the basic FM patents. Armstrong
stood to win damages on all FM radios and
TV (ironically TV sound used  FM) equipment
manufactured by RCA, and its licensees,
during the full term of the patents, a
vast sum of money by any estimates.

Big corporations know how to grind
down individuals and employ delaying
tactics in order to deplete an individual’s
funds  and a l low a patent to run  ou t  of  t ime.
And so in 1949, the exhausting process
started for Armstrong, with nit-picking
quest ion ing on  irrelevant detai l  at the
preliminary cross—examinations, which
were the precursor of the main court
action. The contest was to drag on for
the next five years, terminated only by
Armstrong’s death. It wasn’t for another
four years that Sarnoff himself, still
President of RCA, appeared in the witness
box and was examined by the lawyers.
Remarkably he commented “ I  will say
that the RCA and NBC have done more to
develop FM than  anybody  i n  th is  country,
including Armstrong”. Armstrong was in the
courtroom that day and maybe that was the
day the spark died, betrayed by someone
who had once been his close friend.

From time to time during the protracted
proceedings, there were attempts to sett le
out of court. Armstrong’s lawyers knew
the r isks of  f ight ing a b ig  corporat ion to
the bitter end, when the outcome would
be far from predictable. Armstrong
himsel f  was, as he  had always been,
convinced of t he  justness of  h i s  case and
insisted there would be no out of court
sett lement, and  vowed to f igh t  on .

H i s  wife Mar ion (who had been Sarnoff’s



secretary at  RCA i n  t he  ear ly 19203, and
had  been  wooed by t he  young  Armstrong),
had  learned to l ive w i th  h i s  passion,
and lived a lonely life, the couple having
produced  no  chi ldren. She  was s ick
herself, and  af ter  a b i t ter  argument  w i th
her husband late in 1953, she left to stay
with her sister in Connecticut, where she
had p lanned fo r  t he  coup le  to eventually

retire. Armstrong’s health began to fail,
and  al l  t hose  a round h im  felt  he  was near
to a breakdown. FM broadcasting was no
longer  mak ing  h im  much  money,  as  mos t
of  t he  patents  had expi red i n  1950, t hough
royalties were still trickling in. Even Zenith,
who had paid him more than $1m over the
years, announced that they would pay no
more  royalt ies. RCA sensed  that  Armst rong
was at  t he  end  of  h is  tether and  made  a last
offer of settlement, which was refused.

On the night of Sunday January 31st
1954,  Armst rong wrote a let ter  t o  Mar ion,
expressing his deep sadness at having
hurt “the dearest thing in the world to
me”. He continued that the financial future
was secure, especially if the currently
running cour t  cases tu rned  ou t  wel l .  He
then dressed himself and walked not
out of the door, but out of the window
of the thirteen story building. His body
was found  t he  next  morn ing:  because  t he
exact t ime  of  death was no t  known,  h i s
death  was variously repor ted  as  having
occurred on January 31st or February 1st
1954. His gravestone in the Merrimac,
Massachusetts cemetery records the death
as having occurred on February 1st 1954.

In December 1954 the FM suit was
f inal ly set t led,  w i th  RCA and  NBC pay ing
the Armstrong estate something like $1m,
wh ich  ironical ly was t he  same  amoun t  that
had been proposed to Armstrong himself
way back i n  1940. Who  knows whether
the tragic death had triggered a bout of
conscience in those who decided whether
and how hard to fight the case? That initial
set t lement  d idn ’ t  cover  t he  c la ims against
other radio and TV manufacturers and
gradually throughout the 19503 and 19603,
many millions of dollars were collected from
these violators of the Armstrong patents.

I n  Summary
Having been  a professional  engineer
for all my working life (I still am), I know
I’m biased, but surely the process of
engineering ‘ invention’ i s  more  creat ive
than scientific ‘discovery’? After all,
any discovery is by definition there just
wai t ing t o  be  f ound  (OK, i admi t  th is  i s
a b i t  of  an  over simplif ication), whereas
invention needs the imagining of a
mechanism or process that does something
that has never been done before.

The  ac t  o f  invent ion a lmos t  a lways
leads to patenting and an attempt at
commerc ia l  exploi tat ion, wh ich  has
up- f ron t  and  ongo ing  expenses,  personal
pressures, f rustrat ions and  poss ib ly
t rag ic  consequences  when  t he  inventor
comes  up  against  t he  reali t ies of  t he
commercial world of big money. If you’re
not  conv inced abou t  th is,  jus t  watch an
ep isode  of  Dragons ’  Den  t o  see how many

‘good’ ideas fail the money test. Ultimately
fo r  Armst rong,  t he  pressures became
too great ,  w i t h  t rag ic  consequences.

Let ’s  no t  be  t oo  cr i t ical  of  t he  process
of  t ry ing to make money:  as BVWS
members, 99% of the radios and TVs we
collect, restore and treasure were built
by commercial concerns with the aim of
mak ing  money,  no t  ou t  of  a char i table
desire t o  make  communica t ion  available
to  t he  popu la t ion of  p lanet  Earth.
Some of these commercial concerns
no doubt trampled on the hopes and
aspirat ions of  numerous inventors,
Edwin Armstrong amongst them.

Armstrong never had the intention
of ret ir ing i n  luxury on  t he  royal ty and
licensing proceeds of his inventions: he
always ploughed any profits back into
t he  inventive process ,  fund ing h is  own
labs, to the ultimate benefit of radio itself.
At the FM hearings in the late 19403,
Armstrong himself said “It is perfectly
obvious that all my life I have used the
proceeds of one invention to make another
one, and anyone who adopts any other
pol icy  i n  th is  wor ld  wil l  no t  l ong  cont inue
to  have t he  facil i t ies o r  t he  abi l i ty  t o  do
research and make invention". Let’s
also remember  that  Armst rong had  to
popular ise FM,  i n  wh i ch  he  bel ieved
passionately, by bui ld ing and  operat ing
his own broadcast station, in the stubborn
absence of interest and investment from
the main broadcasters of the day, though
they were the ultimate beneficiaries.

For  t he  rad io  industry, Armst rong was t he
ultimate inventor, contributing five incredibly
significant and potentially money—earning,
improvements to radio technology
(regeneration, t he  cont inuous wave
oscil lator, t he  superhet ,  super-regenerat ion
and FM broadcasting), which we still benefit
f rom today, and  wil l  cont inue t o  fo r  many
years to come. In all, he received a total
o f  42  patents ,  of  wh i ch  just  t he  few mos t
significant ones have been described here.

Like h i s  l i fe and  achievements,  t he
story of Edwin H Armstrong has been
l ong  and  comp lex  and  I hope  you stayed
with me this far. Try to add up all the
regenerative TRFs that were produced in
t he  19203 and  19303 and  drove t he  rap id
growth of the industry; then add in all the
superhet—based rad ios and  TVs p roduced
in the following 70 years, and which are
still being produced and designed today,
using essentially the same principles. If
that’s not a big enough number, add in all
t he  pagers  and  mob i le  phones  ever made .
Even the most modern DAB and DRM
radios,  maybe us ing software demodula t ion
techniques are still superhets. Then think
about all the millions (billions?) of hours
of FM broadcasts ever made, and think
abou t  how tha t  wi l l  cont inue f o r  at  least
the next 50 years. Now you start to realise
t he  deb t  we owe to Armst rong,  and  t he
sadness of his self-inflicted demise.

Unfortunately for Armstrong, no unit of
electricity, or physical effect or constant
was named after him. He didn’t leave
beh ind  a large manufactur ing corporat ion
making ‘Armstrongs’ which we could

co l lec t  and  restore, and  so  t he  name  has
all but faded into history. Hopefully this
ar t ic le  has  resurrected h is  name  and  we
wil l  pay respect  whenever  we sw i tch  on
a TRF w i th  react ion, o r  a transmitter,  o r
a superhet ,  o r  a rad io  w i th  an  FM band.
Thinking about it, that doesn’t leave many
radios that won’t remind us of the great
inventor, Edwin  Howard  Armst rong.
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Making Dialsbyeamemm
I have been experimenting with making dials recently using transfers (decals
in the USA), Window Film and the ultimate by Silk Screening.

To do this you need a sophisticated graphics program and a fast computer to
run it on. l ’m not being snobby here, a slow minimum ‘spec’ one will get you
there but you will lose a lot of finger nail waiting for the ‘egg timer’.

1: Aerodyne Drake dials - Original and decal replica

Several graphics programmes are available
and Adobe Illustrator and CorelDRAW
are two that I know. I ’m  using Corel. You
don‘t need the latest version; the previous
ones are affordable now and you could
chance a second-hand one from someone
doing an upgrade. Beware of Educational
versions though, as you may not be able
to register it (unless you’re a student!). Are
the programs hard to learn? It depends
upon your background: if you have done
some PhotoShop work and used simpler
drawing packages then it shouldn’t be too
steep a learning curve. I f  not you are going
to struggle but there is help from lots of
free on—Iine tutorials and books to buy.

A great strength of  t he  program is
being able to work in layers, which can
be locked to avoid inadvertent changes.
On the  first layer you can put  a scan of
the original dial, which can be switched
from view at the click of a button.

On the next layer can be added rectangles,
lines and curves, referred to as “objects".
Here the same shapes can be quickly made
by ‘step and repeat’, adding offset from the
original positions as needed. Objects can
be positioned in front of others or behind.
Groups of objects can be selected and
moved into position and there is a zoom
facility for getting things just right. Also,
there are movable guidelines (with powerful
measurement tools) with the option to have
objects ‘snap’ to, which is more accurate
than manual placement. I wouldn’t layout
the main  composit ion over the  scan of  the
original as errors magnify. It's much better
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2: Acrylic dials — Decals rear mounted, mirror and inverted

to take measurements and create from
scratch, but it’s good to be able to flip it on
though to check how things are going.

It’s advisable to pu t  text on  i ts  own layer,
or layers, so that it can be edited without
affecting the position of other objects.
Text can be a whole range of fonts, sizes
and colours and can be rotated to any
angle you like. Normally, a font can be
found that is close to the original but most
likely the character spacing will be wrong.
However, Corel al lows words t o  be ‘pulled’
so that the spacings increase without
the individual characters being changed.
Here, i t  i s  essential to put  t he  scan of the
original dial in view to get this correct.

For dial work only a fraction of the
programme facilities will be used. One useful
one is ‘mirror’ where the artwork can be
flipped horizontally so that the image can be
applied to the rear of glass or acrylic sheet.

Simple rectangular dials
In Picture 1 is shown the dial for an
Aerodyne Drake alongside the original. The
artwork was inkjet printed onto good decal
material obtained from the USA (Ref. 1). I
haven’t found any of  th is quality, with such
transparency, in the UK. As normal it needs
spraying with a couple of coats of lacquer
before application. For me  matt lacquer
is best, as once the completed item is
sprayed then the decal virtually disappears.
It was mounted onto 22 ‘thou’ amber
phenolic stock (USA Ref. 2). It’s a good
idea to make the decal slightly undersize
to the phenolic so that when a few finish
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3: Front mounted decal on white styrene

coats are applied the  edges are sealed.
Picture 2 left, shows the same artwork, as

an experiment, printed in mirror image and
mounted on the back of 2mm clear acrylic
sheet. Once dry it was sprayed with matt
white primer. Picture 2 right, is the artwork,
printed in  inverse, again on  acrylic sheet.
The letters could be painted white or any
colour. Glass paint wou ld  make the  letters
translucent when lit from behind, but  i didn’t
have any so this wasn’t tried. The black
areas of the decal are reasonably dense but
would probably need extra paint over them
i f  backlit. Picture 3 i s  a decal, front mounted,
on a sample of white styrene 2O ‘thou’ sheet
(USA Ref.2 but similar can be obtained from
Hobbie’s of London). l have intentions to try
this material for making dials for early EMI
sets with drum dials. It will be a challenge
to do  this with decals; setting a 10” length
down successfully seems most unlikely.
Maybe i t  wil l have to be  a silk screen.

A more complex circular dial (Picture 4)
This was needed for  an  American TFtF radio,
where the dial only rotates 180 degrees and
i s  viewed through a small peephole window.
It’s the same decal material and  phenolic
sheet but the artwork was a little more
challenging. It demonstrates CorelDRAW’s
ability to step and repeat lines and numbers
around a circle. Once it was mounted I cut
out the circle using a hand operated circle
cutter. i did it by taping the sheet to a piece
of plywood and drilling a small centre hole for
the point of the cutter. Once I had the disc I
enlarged the centre hole to the 1/4” required.



4: Dial for a USA TRF (front mounted decal)
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5: Window film

Drills ‘pick up’ readily in the phenolic so it
was best to enlarge it just enough to use
a small, hand operated, tapered reamer.

A d ia l  us ing DECAdry Window Film
(Pictures 5 and 6)
This was made for member Peter Lankshear,
'down under’, who had unfortunately broken
the dial on his home built radio, which
is used and displayed as a freestanding
chassis. The original dial had come from
a scrap radio so  I didn’t  need to make a
copy and artistic licence was in order.

The dial is  a two glass sandwich, wi th
DECAdry inkjet printable window film
(purchased from Staples) appl ied to one
piece and then covered by the other. | used
2mm glass, as it is stiff and flatter than acrylic
sheet so less optical effects occur; none
in  this instance. The film, which produces
impressively dense colours, has a backing
that is  peeled off as i t  is  applied. I t  takes a
bit of practice to get it on bubble free butt‘ne
final result was close t o  perfect. l sprayed
the film before applying with a couple of
coats of  gloss lacquer; satin o r  matt wou ld
have clouded the pointer windows.

The sandwich was held tightly together
with masking tape. Afterwards the rear
glass was masked off and sprayed
with matt whi te primer and a little matt
black where the  dial lamps are.

When attached to the chassis the ends
are out of sight by the fixing method.
For the top and bottom I found some
brass square U channel that was a push
fit over a double thickness of tape.
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6: Original and finished dial using Window Film

The Ul t imate:  A s i lk -screened d ia l
This dial, Picture 7, was for the HMV
650, it is the HMV version of the Marconi
561 (see Bulletin Winter 2003).

This was started with a little trepidation
as there were many requirements outside
of my control. I was certain I could produce
satisfactory artwork as I cou ld  spend as
much  t ime on  i t  as needed. However,
the glass cutting and screening needed
both companies t o  do  accurate work t o
make the  final outcome a success.

The glass was difficult as it has a hole
for the  pointer needing accurate posit ioning
and a 45-degree bevelled top edge. The
bu lb  and i ts  light tube are set back from the
dial and the bevel allows as much light as
possible to be transmitted through the glass
t o  il luminate the  lettering. I t  was expensive
and could have been 30% cheaper to have
just had  a flat polished edge, bu t  I wasn’t
prepared to compromise. After a lot of
searching I found only one local company,
Basildon Glassworks, who have CNC
(Computer Numerical Controlled) machining
t o  do  the  job  properly. Apart from the  other
requirements they also “harrised” (Yes! This
is the trade term used) the other three edges
by grinding them to be rounded and blunt.

For  the  silk screening I needed
a “separation” (a clear output with
black composition lines and text)
for each colour on the dial.

The artwork was created in one file and
used Coral’s ability to view and print by
switching off layers as needed. The files
were sent to the silk screening company,
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Rayleigh Silk Screens, by e-mail and
they produced the required films as they
must be printed using a Laser Printer
rather than the  ubiquitous lnk  Jet.

The  f i lms are used to create the  ‘silks’,
which nowadays are a synthetic material
having the requisite fine mesh. This mesh
is  coated wi th  a l ight sensitive emulsion
that is hardened where ultra violet light
can pass through the film. The areas not
exposed allow the emulsion to be washed
off and  subsequently t o  pass the  inks
needed for printing. The areas that were
exposed will screen the  i tem from the  inks.
Once the  screens have been made they
are then mounted, above the glass, in a
flat bed machine, looking somewhat like a
medieval torture instrument, for  t he  ink to
be manually squeezed through where the
mesh is open. Obviously alignment of the
individual screens, for each colour, i s  critical
and each screen is registered using two
‘gun sights’ which are outside of the  finished
dial viewing area. When all the colours
have been applied the glass is removed
and baked in an oven to set the inks. To
me it 's amazing that such a technique
works so  well but  there has been plenty
of  t ime  to perfect i t ,  since i t  was invented
by the Chinese about 1000 years ago.

I do have a small number of dials to sell,
so if anyone would like one then please
contact me.  Once they are gone  there will
be no more. A friend said “... but if there
was a requirement, in  the  future, then you
still have the artwork and the screens could
be reused”. Yes! I would have the artwork

article continued on page 40
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HMV 904 5” TV & combined radio — how television

HMV 904 and Marconi 703 Mastergram

The story of the HMV904 continued on after
my previous article. l was very interested, and,
l have to say, pleased to read the Chairman’s
comment at the beginning of the last edition
of the BVWS Bulletin about the discussions
of items being bought back to working life
versus those which are not. Shortly after I
added the HMV 904 to my collection I had
sent details of the set to a personal friend,
Martin Scobie, who has, I believe, been in  the
radio and television trade since about 1960.
Martin has helped me  in  the past on  many
occasions and i asked h im for his opinion on
the set, I also said that if I ever had anything
done to the HMV 904 then I’d want it done
professionally. Martin has a superb website
(www.vintagewireless.net) on which you can
see many of the professional repairs and
restorations that he has done. Martin is a
City and Guilds qualified engineer and has
a vast amount of knowledge. Obviously this
set was older than any television he had
worked on before, but that didn’t phaze him.

I gave it a lot of consideration and we
exchanged various emails. Obviously we had
no  idea what the  electronic condition of  the
set was going to be like, as, whilst I knew i ts
history right back to when it was new, the
fact that it had not been used since 1953
could, of course, mean that anything could
have happened during those decades.

I knew right from the start that I didn’t
want the  set ‘Restored’, i d idn’ t  want
anyone to make the  set look like i t  had

' just been built. I certainly didn’t want the
cabinet re—finished, as the original finish is
superb, and, as the  chassis was pristine I
did not want to have it looking all new and
shiny. I t  was pointed out  that, however
beautiful a set may look, if it doesn’t work
then it is an expensive and bulky ornament.

came to be operational in the West Countrybyp...c..m.

First raster on CRT

l have to say, I couldn’t agree more.
I t  then came to deciding what to do .  What

I wanted for the set was a professional repair
by a highly qualified and skilled person with
the experience to be able to do that without
destroying the ‘soul’ (for want of a better
word) of  t he  set. Mart in very kindly offered
to look at i t  for me,  initially to see what the
situation was internally, and  then, if i t  looked
possible, we would opt  for the professional
repair, this means do ing only what is  needed
to make the set reliable, but not replacing
anything which does not need replacing.

Martin d i d  amazing work wi th much
attention to detail. He fitted new condensers
inside the  o ld  ones; we managed to obtain
the right value condensers for the EHT,
namely 0.1uf @ 3kv, and he also managed
to fit those inside the original can, as he did
with the original electrolytic can condensers
and you’d never know it had been done.
If you removed the back of the HMV you
would never know it had been touched.

Martin spent a great deal of time and
effort in  keeping everything authentic. I f
anything was replaced then he would make
sure that the  original parts were safely pu t
in  to a box for me  to keep with the set.
The original mains lead was perished but
the internal wiring was not  affected at all,
it was perfectly flexible! Martin fitted a new
cloth—covered mains lead and he made sure
that the original mains lead and 2—pin plug
were safely put with the old condensers.

There was a great deal to do  before
powering up, with various tests to be
made, bu t  the  t ime came when the  set
was first turned on.  Initially Martin worked
on the wireless and got that running first,
he commented on what a superb quality
radio the set had. This reminded me that
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Gerry Wells said when I spoke to him
the fact that EMl made these sets with
a very good quality radio so that if the
television failed first, then at least you had
a good quality radio for your money.

A little while later it Was so exciting when
I received an E—mail from Martin showing
a nice bright raster on the set. A few days
later another email showed the  set running
and displaying Blue Peter extremely well.
Martin was then at the stage where he
needed to soak—test the set for a while
outside of the cabinet, which I believe he did
for a few days. The results were amazing.
The CRT is  very good with a really n ice
bright picture. There is  a little ion burn, but
actually not enough to worry about. All
original internal wiring, transformers and
so on were fine, because the set had been
stored indoors in a warm, dry environment.

In the previous article about this set I
mentioned that i t  came with a spare CRT,
spare scanning coi ls and complete set of
knobs. Martin took  the  opportunity to test
the spare CRT whilst he had everything out
of the cabinet. The spare CRT gave a superb
picture and, presumably it never had a great
deal of use. After testing it was carefully
packaged away, together wi th  all spares, and
kept safely in case it is needed in the future.
I t  is  nice having the security of  a spare tube.

Whilst Martin had the  set apart he  checked
everything over carefully with much attention
to fine detail. An example of this is the tiny
little green felt pads which hold the dial
glass in place. These were missing or had
fallen apart. Martin fitted new felt pads to
the  dial securing brackets. I mentioned i n
my previous article an elderly gentleman
who  had worked on  these sets when they
were new. He is a friend of Martin’s and was



EHT condenser can rebuilt

Spare CRT and scanning coils

greatly interested in the set. His knowledge
of early television is  remarkable, especially
as he worked with both the Baird 30—line
system and  also the  two H igh  Definit ion
systems at Alexandra palace, namely t he
Marconi EMI 405—line system and the Baird
240—line system. His input on this set was
extremely helpful and much appreciated.

Whilst the set was apart something quite
amazing was found inside the cabinet. The
engineer who serviced the set in February
1946, in preparation for the re—opening of
television that year, had signed and dated
the inside of the cabinet. Martin took a
photograph of  th is  and  all of  t he  other  work
he did. He really did an incredible job.

The time eventually came to carefully
re-assemble the set. This was all done and
then the  set  was left on  test for  qui te a
few days to make sure that there were no
problems. All of the controls work perfectly,
the picture is very crisp and clear with
perfect focus, the line structure is clearly
visible, and,  to be  honest,  I didn’ t  expect
that on a five inch CRT. After Martin had
soak tested the set for a good period of time
i t  was then ready t o  come  home.  Mart in
showed us  exact ly what  he  had done,
he made sure that he gave me anything
back which had required replacement, and
so that has been safely preserved. Both
covers, together with their original screws,
were all screwed back into place and the
set then installed on its table, next to the
Marconi 703 Mastergram. From what I
have read the HMV 904 cost 29 Gns plus
3 Gns for the table,:and the Mastergram
cost 120 Gns. Both sets display perfectly
focussed, bright pictures with plenty
of contrast, and are a joy to watch.

One thing a little unusual on the HMV

Set being reassembled
904 is the aerial connector, it looks like the
original connector plug had 2 flat pins and a
shaft to ensure it was located the right way
around. i found that two Wander plugs with
half of the pin cut away fits these sockets
perfectly. Now, when you look at the set,
inside or out, you would never know that
i t  has  been repaired. In  any instance l ike
this I wou ld  personally always recommend
a professional repair as everything
possible i s  preserved and  retained.

The set  now  si ts happi ly in  t he  front room
next to the Marconi 703, its ‘bigger brother’
if you like, they look brilliant together, and
now both can be watched. It impresses
anyone‘who visits and who sees the HMV
904 running. As Mart in commented,  once
you start watching something on the set,
you completely forget the  screen size, you
can happi ly watch programmes on  t he  set ,
just as you would any other. It’s not hard to
imagine a family in the 1930’s sitting around
th is set  watching live programmes from
Alexandra Palace. Whilst little in the way of
footage from those early pioneering days at
Alexandra Palace in the 1930’s has survived,
this beautiful television is a true survivor, and
is now up and running, whilst still retaining
its originality and character. I know that I
made the right decision, and I am extremely
grateful to Martin for all of the hard work and
effort he put in to this set for me to bring
it back to life the way I wanted it done.

I feel that a few points need to be
remembered. These sets were made to
be used, those few surviving people who
were around at the time and Working On
t hem feel that  way even now ;  they were
never meant  to be  ornaments. Having sa id
that the preservation of their history and
original appearance, both internally and
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externally, i s  vital. I ’ d  l ike t o  thank anyone
else who helped with parts, literature, advice
and general knowledge about the set. The
outcome has made it all worthwhile.

As for the monetary value of the set,
because o f  t he  way t he  set has  been
repaired, I do  no t  see that  th is  has in  any
way affected the commercial value of it:

It’s great fun when friends who are not
collectors come to visit and you ask them
which are the two oldest sets in the room,
they usually walk right past the HMV 904,
as they think it's a radio. They presume
the Marconi 703 is a large radiogram, or
cocktai l  cabinet, so  i t  is  usually rather
amusing seeing them trying to work out

ich sets are actually the oldest.
It’s been a fascinating journey from vtghen

the letter came offering me this TV set}:
through to to-day, where we can now sit;
and enjoy true High Definition Televisiorahn
a genuine pre-war High Definition Televisibn
set. It’s a great tribute to the pioneers of
High Definition Television in the 1930’s, and
also to the very high quality engineering
skil ls employed in  the  product ion of  these
sets. Can anyone imagine a modern day
set working in well over 70 years? My
conclusion to all this is, have a good read
of the Chairman’s comments in the previous
BVWS Bulletin, and, if you have a gem
like this, consider getting it professionally
repaired. You really won ’ t  regret i t .  Jus t
always bear in mind the massive difference
between a professional repair and  full
restorations. If you want to preserve the
history of the set whilst being able to use it
for its intended purpose than it will always
be a professional repair. Now I think it’s
time to go and watch “Television Comes
To London" (1936) on the HMV 904.



Important Television auction at Bonhams, Knightsbridge
This forthcoming sale is huge. Huge because 1936, to the first cathode ray tubes made ATV camera will do the capturing.
it contains so many strange, interesting, in the 18903 — name something to do with All will be revealed when the sale goes
rare and historical wonders. To those who television, and it is most probably here. on view at Bonhams Knightsbridge on
know Mr. Bennett—Levy, he has for many There are over 20 pre-war televisions Sunday 27th September. The sale will take
years managed to grab hold of some of in the sale, one of which will be place in the morning of 30th September.
the best examples of pre—war television running up during the view, showing an For more information contact
equipment in the world. From a Marconi episode of Steptoe and Son through Laurence Fisher on 08700 273 633
707 to a Televisor, from the actual floor a 625-405 converter. And should you or high tech non-valve email on
running order book used on 2nd November wish to be shown on the television, an Laurence.fisher@bonhams.corn
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Unique three phasebyc..w.,od.

Startrite Volent 10 speed

Capacrtors from the USA

Correct way to wind How not to  wind

Being fed up at bumping into machinery in my garage i decided to remedy the situation just before
Christmas 2008 by selling four of my large industrial machines together with my 7.5KW 3 phase
415V static converter. l was sorry to  part with all this gear but the space would be more useful.
I still retained my dust extractor and my wife
Bronwyn bought me a huge Startrite Volent
24”  bandsaw for  Christmas; both these on
415V. My initial intention was to power these
directly from the UK 240V supply using
start and run capacitors; l have previous
experience of this as I converted my universal
woodworker about ten years ago. To run on
three phase 240V is easy enough but requires
the motors to be reconnected in “Delta” by
doing this the machines run but on reducing
power and are unbalanced giving similar
performance to using a static converter.

On 6th. December 2008 whilst browsing
eBay I came across three DVD’s for sale from
a company called “Unique3phase” and these
looked excellent value with a running time of
six hours. The discs covered all aspects of
installing high voltage 3 phase at little cost
which immediately appealed to me; I viewed
the sample video clips and ordered the discs
paying by PayPal. A week or so later the
discs arrived and I couldn’t believe how good
they were; they covered rotary, stator and
transformer methods together with how to
make a welder. l was amazed at how simple
it all was. I ran the discs on TV taking a few
notes then visited a number of contacts
where I obtained a scrap 5.5KW motor to
act as a donor giving me the laminations
(stator) which would be the core of my new
transformer. l stripped the motor and split the
casing removing the stator; I then had a bit of
a struggle removing the windings but  ended
up with a good clean set of bare laminations.
At this point I thought that I would be smart
and wound on  the primary as one  coil using

the entire stator in similar style to a “Toroid".
I felt very proud at achieving this with so
little difficulty until I plugged it into the mains
and promptly tripped the (BOA breaker!

The creator of Unique3phase Douglas
Arndt in  America was absolutely brilliant
when I e-mailed him and over the next four
weeks he  was unstinting in  his generous
help and guidance. Doug had tried this way
of winding mentioned on the disc but saying
i t  hadn’t  worked without giving a reason
why; apparently the problem was the type
of  core; the laminations are stamped out  of
steel whereas the Toroid core is wound from
one continuous strip and this is  also twisted!
l rewound as per Doug’s instructions and
after tripping the breaker a few more times
finally could  power up  to take instrument
readings. Each time I tripped the breaker
it took the central heating out as well. The
best I could achieve with this stator was
0.8V/Turn which would have worked by
using more wire on the secondaries but by
now l was well and truly hooked on  this
project so decided to follow Doug’s example
and obtain a much larger stator; I would
now try to obtain a 25HP motor to strip!

By 14 January 2009 I had tried my contacts
to obtain a larger motor without success so
decided to visit our local scrap yard high on
the moors. As I searched the  yard at 9.30
am I was blasted with horizontal rain due
to the wind and it was absolutely freezing.
There was a huge pile of stators but these
had been burned to remove the copper wire;
I also saw two small rough looking 3 phase
transformers on  the same pi le but rejected
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them. I then walked across to a very high pile
of scrap motors; I saw two suitable motors
but the  casings were cast iron and | o ld
have to call the  crane over to pul l  one out;
I then noticed another 3 phase transformer
near the top of the pile but it had no markings
on  i t  so was rejected. At this point I was
soaked and frozen so went back to the car
to decide what to do. l had taken a good
selection of tools along i n  a plastic bucket
but had left my gloves at home. The bucket
had started to fill with freezing water and
as | sat there I wondered what type of fool I
was to be out on a day like this? I could go
home and forget the whole project; i could get
the big motor craned out and strip it then it
suddenly stmck me that the large transformer
might be just the job  as i cou ld  rewind i t  to
my own specification? I thought to myself
don’t be such a wimp and get out there to
do what you came to doll I took along a tea
towel from the car and climbed the pile of
motors to the transformer; using the towel
to prevent cutting my hands I eased out the
transformer and very gently slid it down the
pile all the time worried in case i got buried
under motors which was a real possibility.
As i t  sat in the icy mud  | inspected i t  and
then went to ask the price to be quoted a
very fair £10. I rolled it over and over to a
spot where I could reach it with the car and
it took two of us all our strength to lift it into
the car; it was extremely heavy. The car being
a new Toyota Aygo was plane spotting all
the way home and the traffic lights all at red
and the road humps added to the  stress. I
removed the transformer on my own from



Shuttle in action Health and safety

Success!

the car  using a short scaffolding plank and
taking a week to start talking normally again.

I couldn’t use the transformer as it was
because it was soaking wet so I chopped
through the coils totally removing them but
leaving the laminations and three fiberglass
formers intact. | wiped i t  as dry as possible
then let a fan heater warm it up for a couple
of hours. I followed the instructions on the
discs and Wound the primary coils using
2.5mm stranded copper insulated conduit
wire; Doug stresses that it pays to get this
part right so I spent some t ime experimenting
with the number of turns and found that I
could achieve 1.8V/Turn but with increased
idle amps so I added turns bringing it down
to 1.5V/Turn and now the amps were very
impressive giving me 0.8A at idle. This was
perfect for me  and i then wound on  the
secondary coils using 1.5mm Stranded
copper insulated conduit wire. With a b i t
more experimenting with the number of
turns I obtained perfect voltage readings
and had myself a fully working single phase
transformer wound as per Doug’s instructions
that would now give full power at 415V
with the use of capacitors. Each machine
would be switched and phase balanced
to the transformer. I bought a selection of
capacitors shipping them in from America
from a company called Surplus Center and
they worked out cheaper than buying new in
the UK even with the high shipping costs.

Doug has indeed come up with something
“unique” in  h is methods of  supplying 3
phase power; with the DVD’s explaining in
great detail each stage it is hard to go wrong
although i managed it a couple of times
but Doug was very prompt at helping me
out. I tried his stator method which avoids
the problem of trying to find a 3 phase
transformer and I also tried his transformer
method both of which work. The methods are

Fully installed

incredibly versatile as you can control fully
the voltage you need for the 3 phase whether
it be 240V or 680V. In my case I wanted
415V which is exactly what I now have. Due
to copyright I haven’t gone into great detail
regarding how the 3 phase is achieved indeed
it wouldn’t be fair to Doug. In basic terms
though to use the stator method you wind
both primaries and secondaries from scratch
onto the  bare laminations (covered with
insulation) but if the transformer method is
used and a suitable transformer is found this
saves a lot of work and wire. Both methods
involve winding as a single phase transformer
but Doug’s unique method then converts them
to full 3 phase. I've wound mains and output
transformers in the past for wireless work but
never seen anything like this. I spent a month
on this project but could have completed it
much quicker had I not been hampered by
doing it in the middle of a Yorkshire winter.
At t imes the  project has been hernia and
pneumonia inducing requiring real will power
to continue but what a learning curve it turned
out  to be;  the  final test of my stamina was
to locate the finished transformer in a safe
place in the garage. To this end | welded
up a pair of very heavy duty brackets fixing
them near the ceiling in the garage with large
anchor bolts. Getting the  transformer into
position almost put my light out permanently.
It was pure pleasure to run a ring circuit to
the machines and see them burst into life at
a touch of  a button; balancing the  phases to
each motor has to be tried to be believed; by
putting capacitors i n  and taking capacitors
out it was just incredible to watch the volts
and amps change and was so easy; this
system puts the static converter to shame;
my dust extractor used to take ages to wind
up with the static converter but now with the
transformer it’s immediate. Running costs are
low compared to a rotary converter. Briefly to
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On test

run a 10HP motor through a rotary you would
in fact be running something like 30HP due
to the required idler motor; my transformer
is brilliant and idles at 0.8A it is also silent in
operation. For safety and to let me know it is
switched on I will fit a panel indicator lamp.

I hope Doug doesn’t mind me mentioning
but when I first saw his DVD’s i thought he
was producing bird‘s nests as the wiring was
all over the place, also his method of winding
the wire is totally different to mine. Doug lets
his son run the  wire out  using a pulley system
taking the two of them to wind. I work on my
own and winding the wire was a real problem
I faced; I lay awake most of one night in bed
trying to think up  a solution that would work
for me. I came up with my “shuttle” idea
which i s  so simple but  very effective in  use.
l used an off out of 3/8" plywood 44" long
by 3”  wide, at each end I cut out a rectangle
leaving a pair of horns 1”  long by 1A” wide
this would prevent the wire slipping off. This
was sanded smooth as it would be handled
a lot. I found I could get a full 100m coil of
2.5mm wire on the shuttle taking care to w ind
the wire on neatly by turning the shuttle end
over end so that no twists were introduced
then with a little practice I could wind 2 turns
per minute onto the  transformer. I would
wind on about 7 turns; place the shuttle
down freeing both my hands then I could
gently arrange the wire pulling it tightly before
clamping the loose end with a spring cl ip to
prevent i t  from springing loose. One point i s
that I would now put  a first a id  sticky plaster
around my finger to pull the wire tight with
as I opened up a wound that really made
me jump when I washed my hands in  soapy
water. In  the  stator method I made a pair
of flanges out of plywood and these were
mounted securely allowing neat winding.

Costs; in all I had change out of £120 with
my transformer, this included the capacitors,
Article continued on page 40



The HMV 801 from 1937byeamemp...
This beautiful radiogram has recently been restored by friend Paul Barneveld. He  was lucky to find
one in such excellent condition. All the cabinet needed was a wipe over with scratch remover and a
good polish.
This is from a Technical Report published in the Gramophone Magazine in May 1937

So far as the reproduction is concerned we have no hesitation in declaring the 801 to be easily the
finest self-contained radio-gramophone that has ever been in the London Office of THE GRAMOPHONE

How it looked before a good polish

These are some notes made by
the Magazine in September 1933,
quite a few years before, so they
were obviously thinking ahead.

‘If manufacturers were to reduce the
number of  HF. stages, compatible with
reasonable selectivity, and  concentrate a
little more on the design o f  the LE  amplifier,
the pick—up and the loud-speaker, and thus
provide ' de-luxe’ quality also, then no t
only would the radio enthusiast enjoy his
home and foreign transmissions more, but
the gramophone lover, whose tastes have
hitherto been somewhat neglected, would
take a real interest in electrical reproduction.
Distinguish the de—qe class by quality
and not by quantity of  valves or  of  noise.’

Perhaps HMV designed the 801 with
this in mind and along with a lower cost
hoped to boost sales. I t  majored more
on  audio performance than RF  unlike i ts
predecessor the HMV 800 of 1935 (see
Bulletin article Winter 2006). This had 15
valves, as compared t o  10, and  was about
a third more expensive than the 801.

Comparing the two, they both have tuned

FlF stages but the 801 just has a frequency
changer whereas the 800 has separate
oscillator valves for MW/LW and SW followed
by a mixer. There are three |F stages for the
800 but only one for the 801. Both get a little
more alike with detector and first and second
AF pre-ampli f iers in to power amplif iers
using push pull PX25’s. But the 800 has
more valves up  i ts  sleeve for frills l ike aud io
contrast expansion and QAVC silent tuning.

However, despite the extra complexity
of  the  800,  t he  Gramophone report
c la ims that  the  radio performance of  the
801 is nearly as effective. It puts this
down to the advances made in Superhet
design and the performance of valves.

As to the audio performance
it had this to say:
‘... for the first time in any HMV
radio-gramophone we get a three
stage low frequency amplifier... tone
correction, a high fidelity pickup matched
to the amplifier input impedance, and
loudspeakers (one very large electro-
magnet and two elliptical permanent
magnet) o f  special design accurately
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Beautiful inside

matched to the push pull output stage.’
Let’s hope that owners of 800’s won't start

writing in and saying that this summary of
mine i s  “Nonsense! The 800  i s  far  superior”
and that the Gramophone was only trying
to please a major advertiser, although this
factor is somewhat true even today. I'm
sure that anyone lucky enough to afford
and have the space for either, yet alone
the pair, considers them both wonderful
examples of top of the range radiograms
owned only by the very rich. I’m told that
back in the mid-30’s a new family car
could be bought for the cost of the 800.

Work done
Inside the  cabinet and electronics
This was such  a wonderful rust free example
that only a vacuum cleaner and soft
brushes were needed to clean things up.
Time could then be spent on ‘re-stuffing'
t he  electrolyt ics and  wax paper  capacitors.
Al l  resistors were measured and  just a few
changed as being too far out of tolerance.
Then with all tested and some new
replacement valves the electronics could



The art deco pickup Two of the speakers can just be seen Braced with angle—iron

Bench testing of the electronics

be powered up  and  al ignment carr ied ou t .
In the picture of the electronics the RF

chassis is basically EMl’s 6 valve unit used in
many models. Here though, the audio output
stage and power supply  i s  omit ted and  the
chassis hard wired to the second chassis
containing t he  power  supply  and  amplifier.

The bench hook up was to a test
permanent magnet speaker and the series
connected chokes are used to simulate
t he  f ie ld co i l  of t he  bass speaker.

Turntable
Firstly, a good clean of all the intricate cams
and levers underneath was made before
re-Iubricating. Looking under here amazes
me: how did they imagine the operation
and then come up with a design. I suppose
like many things it was evolution but
perhaps we don’t give the early mechanical
engineers the  same admirat ion that  we
do those of the electronic persuasion.

The motor is an induction type, working
on  the  eddy  current principal, into a
copper  d isc  rotor. Unfortunately t he  hub
of this is a die-casting that had warped

badly but the rivets could be drilled out
and then t he  face t rued up  on  a lathe.
The  d isk  was a lso no  longer f lat but  th is
was corrected, by p lacing i t  between
blocks of wood,  wi th judicious use  of a
hammer. The motor uses one capacitor
to create another phase, in to a second
winding, and  this capaci tor  was replaced.

Unfortunately the turntable is yet
another casting and again no longer ran
true: the only way around this was to
have one turned from solid aluminium.

The elegant counter-balanced pickup
was dismantled and new rubbers
made for  t he  armature suspension.

Performance and Conclusions
Did the Gramophone get it about right or
did they exaggerate? In my short listening
t ime, and my  fr iend’s opinion, performance
is much as they said. It works very
competently on radio, with the mostly poor
quality stations now available. As usual
a low powered MW transmitter and a CD
player gets around this. Audio performance
is very pleasing with lots of clean bass. The
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shape of the cabinet is almost ideal for this
along with massive cross bracing. Where
i t  comes alive i s  i n  playing records. I was
most impressed with the turntable, which
operates smoothly with the pickup doing
a slow motion waltz on its way to the disc
surface. The whole motor board is softly
sprung mit igating any  feedback f rom the
speakers even at  a neighbour—upsetting
volume. Under  t he  l id, by t he  way, gives
a t rue appreciat ion of  how the  cabinet
would have been finished originally. It has
a deep, high gloss lustre that wouldn't
l ook  inferior on  an  expensive piano.

I like very much the design of the
auto-change mechanism with the twin
turrets. It’s so easy to add another record
or take one off even when the unit is
playing. To drop a record, two supporting
levers, at the  top  of t he  turrets withdraw
for just sufficient time for a disc to drop.

By using long play needles, now
getting almost impossible to find, of
the (when new) 60 play type, then a
whole stack of 8 records can easily be
played both sides before changing.



One thing leads to anotherb,D.,.....k..o.
A few years ago a relative of mine was working in a firm in Bristol and in a conversation with
the managing director mentioned that l was a collector of vintage wireless sets. Apparently
the firm had originated in Bristol in the early days of wireless manufacture as The Redcliffe
Radio Company. The Director said that he would very much like to own an early example
of the Company’s wireless sets should one turn up. This desire was passed on  to me.

A rare surviving example of a Redcliffe Radio Company Wiiele The finished, cleaned up chassrs
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Inside the set

At the time I was unaware that such a
company existed. Perhaps this was not
altogether surprising as although there were
a very large number  of  small manufacturers
who had set up during the late 1920’s and
into the 1930’s relatively few continued to
manufacture beyond 1935. This reduct ion
reflected the considerable advance in the
technology and the greater complexity in
producing a wireless set at the time.

Of all the sets which I had collected
or restored and disposed of at Society
swapmeets I had never encountered a
Redcliffe radio. Furthermore my enquiries
to various members of the BVWS who
might be expected to have come across
such a set, including my contact with the
Dulwich museum, drew a complete blank.

Nevertheless several years later, lo and
behold, in a junk lot which included a few
early 1930’s wrecks, I found a battery

”if???“ “o‘me- estate

The plate attached to the chassis rear

set with a plate on the chassis bearing
the elusive name of: ‘The Redcliffe Radio
Manufacturing Company, Phoenix works,
Temple Gate, Bristol ' .  Temple Gate i s  the
district adjoining Redcliffe in Bristol. Why
‘Phoenix Works' remains a mystery but it
would turn out to be relevant at a later date
when Bristol was severely blitzed in 1940.

The set was cased in a wooden cabinet
typical of some early 1930’s sets but it was
totally riddled with woodworm. Although
I had a reasonable amount  of  practical
experience of restoring items which had
suffered from woodworm this cabinet was
beyond recovery. i t  was entirely of plywood
construct ion and i recall my grandfather,
who was a cabinet maker, saying the day
would come when the industry would rue
the  day i t  ever used plywood because
the animal glue used in those days to
bond together the individual sheets of
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provided an added attraction to woodwon'n;
it was sauce on the main course!

As a result, apart from noting the style
of the cabinet and because i had plenty
of other sets to restore at the  t ime, i
removed all the  components,  absolutely
everything, and disposed of the cabinet
before other items were infected in my
workshop and store. The chassis and all
t he  bi ts  and  pieces were boxed,  stored
away and temporarily forgotten.

Two o r  three years passed and during one
of my periodic attempts to tidy my store I
came across the Redcliffe chassis. Although
technically the  set cou ld  not  be considered
anything unusual o r  of general interest,
nevertheless it was a rarity and there was
a Company Director who had, in the past,
expressed an interest to own one. Further
enquiries amongst BVWS members again
failed to provide any knowledge of such



a set o r  the  early company. Accordingly
I embarked on a restoration job and
possibly an investigation to find the origins
of the Company who made the set.

The set is relatively simple, being a
three valve tuned radio frequency receiver.
The restoration work really only entailed
a thorough clean up of the aluminium
chassis and removal of dust and grime by
gentle brushing of the various components.
Almost all the wiring under the chassis
was satisfactory being tinned copper
wire encased in old fashioned ‘systoflex’
sleeving. External HT and LT leads were
in reasonable condition being braided flex
but the grid bias leads required replacing.
On complet ion of  th is work, connect ion
to an eliminator providing HT, LT and  grid
bias supplies together brought the set to
life. The ‘Varley’ coi ls are connected by a
ganged wavechange switch. Reception
on the medium wavelength was good
but poor on  Iongwave. The reaction
control produced a good response.

Precise dating of the receiver within a
range of years in the very late 1920’s or
early 1930’s is somewhat difficult. The
two ‘Varley’ coils seen on the underside
of  the  chassis were of  the  type supplied i n
wireless kits and very common for home
constructed sets. The graduation on the
dial suggests wavelengths in metres. The
valve line-up of pentode, triode detector
and pentode output  was common and does
not enable the  set to be dated precisely.

This was not a set which I was interested
in keeping in my collection. In fact its
main interest is  in  t he  nameplate of  a rare
specimen of  a little known company. The
separation of the  chassis and  speaker made
it a somewhat cumbersome relic. I intended
to give this to the present company from
which this set had originated. Therefore I
decided to g ive the  set a housing and my
next actions are not for the purists. From a
scrap cabinet of  t he  size and shape similar
to the original I cut out the front using a
jigsaw and replaced it to suit the chassis and
speaker and to be as close to the original as
I could remember; by doing so the quality of
the sound from the speaker improved. In a

The underside of the chassis

way, a rare scrap set had been saved but in
no way was the cabinet to be passed off as
the original; it was however a close replica.

The present company, whose origins
were in Redoliffe Radio, is now ‘Redcliffe
Magtronics’ located on the Brislington
trading estate in Bristol. I contacted the
Managing Director who had expressed an
interest in  owning such a set and offered i t
as a gift to him. He was delighted to accept
and undertook to give a donation to a charity
of my choosing. In due course I visited the
factory and presented it to him along with
two of his colleagues. Just before doing so
I displayed the set at the BVWS swapmeet
at Wootton Bassett suitably labelled: ‘Of all
the  sets on  every stall, i s  th is the  rarest of
them all?’ The Managing Director sent me a
few details he had on the origins of Redcliffe
Radio which were displayed with the set at
Wootton Bassett and raised some interest
amongst the BVWS members present.

When I received the  BVWS Bulletin,
Winter 2007 which included the list of British
Manufacturers with names beginning with
the letter ‘R’ there was, not surprisingly no
reference to Redcliffe Radio. This omission
gave me an added incentive to investigate
and record the origins and history of the
Bristol radio firm which had survived for
some 80 years. In the outcome the quest
was I imagine, similar to that carried by
persons researching their ancestry.

Early records which may have been
kept by the  Company were not available.
However I was provided wi th  some
notes by the present Chief Executive
of Redcliffe Magtronics; he had also
passed a copy of my letter to him to
the  w idow  of  the  company’s founder,
RG Hawkins. l was able to have a long
telephone conversation wi th  her.

Rob Hawkins was born in 1904 and
attended school in Exeter. He served an
apprenticeship with the firm Glass & Co.,
agricultural engineers in  Oakhampton,
Devon. Family money set up a company in
1927. Sometime at the start of the 1930’s
t he  business was installed in  premises i n
Redcliffe Hill in Bristol. This is an area in
which commerce and industry had been

The permanent magnet, moving coil speaker
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centred over several hundred years and
is closely associated with the 450 years
old Society of Merchant Venturers.

Redcliffe takes its name from the
red sandstone cliff on the bank of what
was once the natural course of the then
tidal Gloucestershire river Frome. This
waterway i s  now part of  the  f loating harbour
throughout central Bristol which was
created in the early part of the 19th century
to prevent ships grounding at low t ide. In
the centre of the district stands Saint Mary
Redcliffe church, once  visited by  Queen
Elizabeth the First, who described it as
‘the finest parish church in all England.’

Before the age of wireless the district had
housed several significant industries. William
Watt, a plumber, i n  consequence of a dream,
built a square shot tower opposite Redcliffe
Church and devised the manufacture of lead
shot by allowing molten lead to fall from a
height into a vat of water. He patented the
idea in 1872 and made his fortune. In the
same street a Mr Stiff is credited with the
invention and manufacture of ‘Stiff’s Starch’.
However by 1930 t he  street housed the
Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd., Kolster
Brandes Ltd., Wireless Apparatus Merchants,
Bristol Wireless Accessory Dealers,
Marconiphone and  Brown Bros. Within two
to three years Murphy, Philco, Cossor and
EK Cole were to establish a presence nearby.

It is therefore not surprising that Rob
Hawkins should choose the Redcliffe area
for h is  first radio business. Perhaps what
is surprising is that all references in the
trade directories of that time and the names
of the firms use the term ‘wireless’. Not
until 1953 do the trade directories start
using the  term ‘radlo’ and  yet Hawkins
incorporated i t  in to the  name of  h is f irm from
the outset. Of course the BBC were using
the term in publishing the 'Radio Times.

By 1934 the company name of ‘Redcliffe
Radio Supplies’ was in use and located in
Redcliffe Street, a continuation of Redcliffe
Hill. In 1936 the company established
itself in the adjoining Victoria Street, with
a change of name to Redcliffe Radio
Services (RG Hawkins) and Redcliffe Radio
Mfg. Co. Thus there was a developing

RG Hawkins in the laboratory
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and changing role with a change of
name, a process which  would continue
for many years. Perhaps this relocation
and rebranding explains the reference to
‘Phoenix Works’ on the plate on the chassis
of the restored set as the company arose
anew. ‘Temple Gate’ on the plate adjoins
the address in Victoria Street and perhaps
made it appear a little more ‘upmarket’!

What seems clear from the early and
subsequent changes of name is that the
firm only manufactured complete radio
receivers for a very short period. It operated
as a service company and a component
manufacturer. How few sets were made is
unknown but in all probability the number
was very small and is the reason why only
one has appeared so far for restoration. The
simplicity of the set which has been restored
would, at the time it was built, have found
the competition difficult when compared with
the rapid, development of more complex
models appearing in the nationally named
firms in the premises nearby. The company
continued to trade in \fictoria Street under
the two names for the remainder of the
1930’s and during 1940, the first year of
the second World War. On the 20th of
November 1940  the company’s premises
were bombed during the blitz on the centre
of Bristol. Redcliffe Radio were undertaking
work considered to be essential to the war
effort. As a result the staff and apparatus
were moved to the Royal Fort at Tyndall's
Park which, in peacetime, was the physics
department of Bristol University. Thus started
a new chapter in the life of the company.

This period is well documented in ‘The
History of the Department of Physics in
Bristol 1876—1948’ written by Professor
AM Tyndall FRS. RG Hawkins and his
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A letter acknowledging Redcliffe radio’s contribution to the war effort
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team joined a group of Admiralty staff who
had moved into the laboratory. Under the
fruitful leadership of Dr RW Sutton the
group achieved important developments in
Klystrons and other radar devices. Klystrons
are high vacuum devices based on the
interaction of a well focussed pencil electron
beam with a number of microwave cavities
that it transverses (resonators) which are
tuned at or near the operating frequency
of the tube. They are often referred to as
the Sutton tube. One of the photographs
accompanying this article shows RG
Hawkins in the laboratory and also a picture
of the laboratory itself. The contribution by
Redcliffe Radio was acknowledged in a letter
dated 22nd November 1945 from the Captain
Superintendent of the Admiralty Signal
Establishment, illustrated in this article.

With the end of hostilities the Royal Fort
reverted to the Physics department of Bristol
University and the specialist team which
had assembled during the war for radio and
radar research was dispersed. Redcliffe
Radio set up business again at No.3 William
Street near the centre of Bristol in premises
which had once been a public house. It
had a disused skittle alley which provided
space for a laboratory and workshop. The
company now styled itself as Redcliffe Radio
and Engineering Co. Ltd. The war years had
established the Company’s reputation and
expertise. It was recognised by Government
departments as a valuable sub—contractor,
that would play a continuing role throughout
future years. Whilst at William Street the
company undertook work for the new Atomic
Energy Commission at Harwell through its
contact with Sir WRJ Cook who RJ Watkins
had known at school in Exeter and had, at
one time, shared lodgings with in Bristol.

A view of the Redcliffe Radio laboratory

In 1956 the company address was
still at William street under the same
title. However they were now listed in
Kelly’s viz;— ‘Manufacturer of Electronic
Equipment’. This early adoption of the
term ‘electronic’ was similar to the way the
company had used ‘radio’ in its early days
when others used the term ‘wireless’.

It was about this time that the
company undertook work for the well
known Bristol company of Brecknell,
Dolman & Rogers. This latter company
manufactured coin operated machines
and had provided ticketing machines for
the London underground. With post—war
extensions to the underground then being
constructed the award of the contract
to Brecknell Dolman and Rogers was
conditional upon them having electronic
engineering expertise. Redcliffe radio
were engaged to fulfil this role.

In 1957 Redcliffe Radio moved
to modern premises in Emery Road
on the newly developed Brislington
trading estate. They were now listed
as ‘transformer manufacturers' but by
1960  the company comprised two arms:
‘Redcliffe Radio & Engineering Co. Ltd.
Electronic Equipment manufacturers)’
and ‘Redcliffe Industries (Bristol) Ltd.
(Electrical Transformer manufacturers).

In 1961 the work carried out under the
direction of RG Hawkins, the founder of
Redcliffe Radio, was recognised in the
Queen’s birthday honours when he was
awarded the MBE. Rob Hawkins retired from
the company in 1972 at the age of 68 when
over 200 people attended the occasion.

In 1974 the company, under new directors,
was again renamed Redcliffe Electronics
Ltd and continued to trade under this



until 1981. Then wi th  further changes in
the management the present name of
Redcliffe Magtronics Ltd was adopted. This
made-up term reflected the  considerable
work and expertise of  the  Company in
magnetism, demagnetising equipment,
magnet ic scanners and  electronic control
systems. Further moves to nearby premises
took place in the 1990's culminating in the
present locat ion at  No .  20  Clothier Road
as t he  Brislington trading estate grew i n
size. The new building was opened on
November 25th 2004 by Rear Admiral

R. Cheadle. Thus the Company not only
retains its link with the Admiralty as a
subcontractor but also with the Ministry
of Defence generally and particularly Rolls
Royce. The range of the present activities
and  expertise of  t he  company is  evident
from i ts  website: www.redcliffe.biz.

Thus from a chance conversation by a
relative that l was a collector of vintage
wireless one thing has led to another. I
have had the pleasure of restoring a rare
vintage wireless and returning it to the
successors of  the  company who built

it together with a fascinating search to
record the  history of  a local company
which has grown over the last 80 years.

Rob Hawkins died in 1985
at the age of 81 years.

om Gerry Wells’ garden party
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Alphabetical Tuning And The K.B 6303......8...,
Mention alphabetical tuning, and probably most British vintage wireless enthusiasts’
minds will think of the drum system pioneered by Murphy in the late 19303. It is
a fair bet that few readers will have recalled ‘Alphadex’, this article may remind
readers that Murphy were not the only company to  come up  with the idea.

Of course until the early 19303 no receivers
featured station names on their tuning dials.
Receivers from the 19203 were likely to have
circular dials calibrated in degrees, namely
0-180. Towards the latter half of the 19203
and first years of the 19305 control knobs
tended to operate scales, discs or drums
that featured wavelengths marked solely
as numbers. To facilitate easy location of
a desired station a small booklet or card
would often be provided with the radio, and
may even have been incorporated in the
cabinet design. An  example of  th is  pract ice
can be seen in the Ultra 25 receiver which
incorporated a chromium plated drawer
revealing a lock-up chart of stations and
wavelengths, but sorted by metres rather
than station name.  Murphy radio also
supplied booklets with their ‘26 series
(1935) onwards which were sorted both
alphabetically and in metres. These booklets
could also be used with earlier receivers such
as the A4 (1933) and A24 (1934) together
wi th  console and radiogram variants.

Some manufacturers had started adding
station names to the dials themselves. The
first manufacturer to do this is generally
accepted as being Ekco with their 1931
model R83. A few manufacturers held off
adding station names to dials until as late
as 1936. A well known example was Murphy
who introduced their model ‘30 series of
radio/console/radiogram still employing the
look-up booklet. This had the advantage
that a new booklet could be issued, or
the current booklet updated, if stations
moved frequency o r  wavelengths, o r  new

stations commenced broadcasting. In spite
of the logical reason to continue solely
with frequencies marked on the dial it was
perceived as dated by t he  wireless buying
public, and  a new system was required.

Murphy a imed t o  simplify stat ion locat ion
and tuning by alphabetically listing the
stations on  a panel  adjacent to t he  tuning
drum. The drum itself was printed in such
a manner that as the tuning knob was
turned the drum would rotate, and a line
either present or missing from the drum
would indicate which way the tuning knob
should be turned. Once the station was
tuned the horizontal line would become
a small circle with a vertical line at its
centre to indicate that the station was
correctly tuned-in. On later versions once
the station was tuned in the horizontal line
on the drum would become a rectangular
block, and would “fill in" an equivalent
sized space next to the station name in the
panel adjacent to the drum. The foregoing
description of operation is reversed for
horizontally mounted drums. I am sure
most readers will have seen this system.

I t  was first seen on  Murphy radios i n  1937,
on the ‘33, ‘34, ‘36, ‘38 and ‘40 series of
models. in 1938 the ‘47, ‘48 and ‘50 series
models included the  d rum system. The idea
must have been popular with the buying
publ ic because in  1939 the  ‘71, ‘72,  ‘ 74
and ‘78 series models were offered with the
alphabetical drum system. To summarise,
for three seasons nearly all the mid-range
to top-of-range models from Murphy
incorporated the drum system, with only

the cheapest receivers not justifying the
expense and extra engineering required.
The cheapest models in the range simply
had station names printed on a translucent
material and backlit for viewing through
a p iece of  plain glass (e.g. mode l  AD32).
Battery receivers (e.g. model 869) did not
even have any means to il luminate the scale.
Cheapest models in 1938 and 1939 included
scales that were screen printed on glass
and illuminated from the rear. The extremely
well  specif ied and expensive mode l  A52
from 1938 also did not incorporate the
alphabetical tuning drum, even though
the model A48 and A50 lower in the range
did so. Possibly it was found to be too
difficult to integrate the drum mechanism
with the motor tuning system. Alternatively
perhaps Murphy wanted to include the
maximum number of Short Wave stations
by name, which was clearly not possible
within t he  l imited space available from the
drum system. This latter possibility would
seem to be  borne ou t  by the  appearance
of the ‘Short Wave Special’ model A76
from 1939 which was not motor tuned but
did not incorporate the drum system.

Murphy's drum system of course
required more components and increased
construct ion t ime  and  costs per receiver.
One presumes it was reliable for the
anticipated lifespan of these radios, though
now decades later it is not always standing
the test of time so well (and of course was
not  designed to). Examples of  receivers
have been noted where the vertical cursor
l ine of  cotton i s  missing, broken, stretched,

Below: Ultra 25 with station chart drawer open, & close—up of station chart together with Murphy station look—up booklets.
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o r  shifted t o  the  wrong posit ion, wh ich
of course totally nullifies the concept of
simple accurate tuning. The example
shown on this page is from a Murphy A36,
and i t  can be  seen that  in  this case the
cursor cotton has  stretched t o  a “curved

KB.  630  Receiver
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vertical” instead of an  absolute vertical,
with the result that accuracy of tuning is
lost or has to be compensated for by the
user. As wel l  as t he  foregoing problems,
the drum itself is prone to expanding or
bulging around the centre of its vertical

KB.  630  internal View
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section. Initially this causes the indication
circle o r  posit ion b lock  to be rubbed off
the drum by friction, and as the problem
worsens the mechanism simply seizes up.

So,  having looked at the  Murphy
system, was there a cheaper and
equally effective alternative alphabetical
tuning system available?

Arguably the  “Alphadex” system as used
by  K.B. cou ld  be  pu t  forward as a contender.
K.B.’s system was certainly far simpler and
cheaper to include in  a receiver. The cost
was no greater than that of an ordinary
screen printed tuning scale. The mode of
operation is simple; the first |etter(s) of the
alphabet is vertically run downwards at
each end of  the  tuning scale, and  along the
horizontal axis adjacent t o  t he  initial letter,
stat ion names are p laced at the  appropriate
position on the scale. The tuning scale never
had more than a few stations on each letter
level, and the operator can intuitively turn
t he  tuning knob in  the  correct direction.
The “Alphadex” scale can be seen in
close—up on this page. This is surely a very
good  example of  neat, efficient and  cost
effective design. I t  performs the  alphabetical
tuning funct ion just as well, and t he  money
saved by eliminating the drum system
could pay for a few more components to
increase the  receivers’ performance.

The “Alphadex” scale pictured is from a
K.B. model 630 from 1937. As this radio has
the honour of featuring the “Alphadex” scale
described in this article a brief look at the
most interesting aspects of the radio follows:
The receiver itself is not a decorative design,
bu t  looks qui te sturdy and businesslike. The
cabinet i s  qui te substantial at  191/2“ high,
17 ”  wide,  and  12 ”  deep. (49 x 43  x 31cm). I t
i s  qui te wel l  specified, featuring f ive valves
plus rectifier with two l.F. stages. Sound is
delivered via an 8 ”  energised loudspeaker.

As was usual at this time K.B. were
generally using Brimar branded valves in
their receivers. Somewhat unexpectedly
the valves utilised in the model 630 are
those with 13v heaters. This is surprising
as valves featuring 13v 200mA heaters
were often designed with AC/DC (series)
operation i n  mind.  The use  of  13v  heater
valves is all the more curious because K.B.
felt t he  need t o  utilise a Mullard TH4A as
a frequency changer. The choice of TH4A
is understandable; this was known to be a
very good valve which was particularly able
to maintain t he  correct oscil lator frequency
irrespective of  the  incoming signal from the
aerial. This meant that even if a strong local
station happened to be directly adjacent
t o  a much  weaker distant station, that  the
operator wished to hear, the local station
was less likely to influence the oscillator
and not allow the receiver to drift to the
strong bu t  undesired station. 80  the  TH4A
is an excellent choice, but as implied by
the type number it utilises a 4 volt heater.
Therefore the cost of that strong frequency
changer performance is  the  requirement
to have a separate 4 volt winding on the
mains transformer solely for  th is valve.
Two 9D2  valves provide two stages of
l.F. amplification. Detection is performed
by half of  double d iode mm,  the  other

article continued on page 42



Letters

Dear Editor
Once again another enthralling article by
LL  Wiiliams (he has had my vote time and
again for t he  Pat  Leggatt award). I n  t he
last Bulletin he wrote about the McMichael
7 valve Supersonic Hetrodyne receiver
and now I would like one to restore.

In it he discusses the oscillator used
which he says is a Tropodyne, a variant and
improvement of the Autodyne. McMichael
cal led i t  a Centre Point  Autodyne, most
likely to not advertise the fact that they were
using a circuit  tha t  was patented (1667513),
and radios were manufactured called
Tropadyne (Ref. 2), by C.J. Fitch, in the USA
in 1924. In another patent (1762221 Filed
Nov. 1924), is given a radio IF amplifier
circuit that the McMichael is almost identical
to, including returning the grid windings to
a potentiometer across the filament supply.

Actually an American friend found the
f irst information on  the  Tropadyne, i n  a
book scanned to  an Internet site (Ref. 3).
The exact circuit is on page 262 of the file.
The  book ,  Rad io  Engineering Principles,
is by Lauer and Brown. It’s a second
edition printed in 1928 (“Copyright 1919
and  1927”) and  when  t he  f irst edi t ion was
printed isn’t given. However, it does say in
the Preface, that the first edition “...was
written after the conclusion in 1919 of the
authors work... in the Signal Corps, USA".
I bet these engineers knew and probably
worked with Major Howard Armstrong.

We are talking really early here. In the
book, the Autodyne circuit, is discussed
(at great length), for use in radio telegraphy
and  wou ld  have been used t o  heterodyne
bursts of  damped unmodulated RF  in to
dots and dashes, that could be heard
as an audio tone. Today we would call
it a Direct Conversion Receiver.

The circuit  used as an  example has
an antenna-tuned circuit connected to
the triode tube grid. In series with the
antenna coil is another coil having a
second ‘tickler’ winding connected in

Main. In W I!. cu lncu  '5
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t he  tube anode circuit .  The s imple circui t
explanation, is that for oscillation all that
is needed is to  increase the ‘tickler' coil
coupl ing.  I f  t he  coupl ing i s  negative, then
wi th  the  tube ,  a negative resistance i s
introduced into the would be oscillatory
circuit  t o  cancel  ou t  the  posi t ive resistance
that  prevents th is  from happening.  The
oscillatory circuit (the antenna tuned circuit
plus the extra coil) has to ‘be adjusted’
to a frequency slightly different from the
antenna tuned circui t  to produce a beat
note. Quite a lot is written about Automatic
Synchronization where this mis-tuning fails;
the incoming frequency equals that of the
oscil lations, and  no  output  i s  produced.

The Autodyne had the disadvantages,
as given in the Bulletin article, of signal
and oscillator circuit interactions. It led to
variants, one of which was the bridge circuit
of the Tropadyne. In this some isolation is
achieved between the signal circuit and that
of t he  oscillator. How  much  wil l  depend,
as always, on the balance of the bridge.
In the book they say that it is the balance
of the “average internal grid to filament .
resistance” and the resistor connected
from the bottom of the oscillator coil to
the filament (I M Ohm in the McMichael
circuit). Note now that the antenna and
osci l lator c i rcui ts are independent ly tuned
mak ing  adjustment of  a difference frequency
much easier. For use with modulated
waves then this difference would have
been large and equal to the IF frequency.

Fascinating stuff that shows the
ingenuity of the early engineers, to
achieve as much as possible with the
fewest active elements. In the next
decade they just used more tubes.

References:
1) www.google.com/patents
2) www.antiqueradio.com/
corkutt_superhet.html
An excellent read of several US
Superhets restored by Bill Corkutt
3) www.pmillett.com/Books/
lauer_radio_eng.pdf

Gary Tempest

Dear Editor
This is a first for me: two articles and
two letters in one Bulletin. But it gives
me real pleasure to write and thank the
Members for the G. Dixon-Nuttall award
for restoration of the Stewart Warner 950.

I liked Geoffrey a lot and he was
also a fine engineer so the award
is just a little more special.

This i s  actual ly an  opportuni ty  t o  clarify
and correct a couple of things in the
article (Winter 2008), for those who are
interested. I had  no  replies f rom members
to my pondering on the stability issue, but
have since, from that friend in America (see
other letter). As he  keeps cropping up  he
should be named: take a bow Mr C. Doose.

Chuck took an interest after I
sent h im  a copy of  the  art icle and
made two excellent points:

The first was that using the square of
t he  tu rns  ratio t o  transfer impedance from
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secondary to primary of transformers
would be very approximate for loosely
coupled transformers at RF.

The second was my misunderstanding
of the Selectivity versus Signal Level in the
graph reproduced from Radio Magazine
1930. l was misled by the way it was
expressed, thinking that selectivity got
worse as the field strength got greater. This
i s  not  so ,  i t ’s t he  method of  measurement
where the field strength has been increased
to get back to the same (reference) output.
I subsequently annotated the field strength
scale to dB's and then it looked more usual.

Gary Tempest

Dear Editor,
I recently spotted this advertisement (see
above) whilst on a stroll in my home town.
Can any eagle eyed readers guess where
i t  was taken and  do  any members have
any similar “vintage” photographs?

Regards,
Steve Stares

Dear Editor,
I am fonNarding a message that
I received last week from Dr.Alex
Magoun of the David Sarnoff Library.

You may already be aware of this
news, which is important to anyone
who  i s  interested i n  radio/TV history,
regardless of the fact that it is
dedicated t o  the  RCA viewpoint .

I visited the David Sarnoff Library back in
1996 and was impressed by the size of the
collection and its immaculate condition.

Sincerely,
Malcolm Baird



A special announcement from
the David Sarnoff Library
This Sunday the Times of Trenton will
run a story on the closing of the David
Sarnoff Library by the end of the year.

The Library 5 success in attracting
field trips and tour groups has outgrown
our host Sarnoff Corporation’s ability
to accommodate the attendant security
and access issues, especially given its
expanding business in government security
technologies. When I started working
here in 1998, the Library received perhaps
100 visitors in a year; in the last year, that

Above: photograph of Philco assembly line, Perivale 1936. Courtesy of Tony Clayden.

number has multiplied to 1,400 through our
field trips, programs, and tours. That still
small number, magnified by the hundreds
of thousands of visitors to our website,
promised only to increase as we continued
to promote the Library 3 offerings to tour
companies and regional school districts.

My board and I are meeting with a
variety of institutions. We are focusing
on and meeting with representatives of
those that will enable greater access to
the remarkable and inspiring stories told
by David Sarnoff and the people of RCA
in research, invention, and innovation, the
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mainstays of American economic success.
We are exploring opportunities in-state
and out, and while it is too early to discuss
these options, we look fonlvard to making
an announcement in the next month.

For now, we are eternally grateful to
Sarnoff Corporation’s executives and staff
who, over the past nine years have done so
much to help make the Library a destination
for educational, professional, and scholarly
audiences. I am also especially grateful
to our board members who, in that nine
years, have guided the Library’s growth;
to the New Jersey Historical Commission

Continued on next page



Letters continued

and the Secretary of State for their
operating support grants; to many other
grantors and donors for their financial
support; to the allied organizations who
share an interest in promoting science and
technology; to the teachers and principals
who brought their classes to our new
field trip programs; to the contractors and
dozens of volunteers who helped rebuild
the museum, organize and preserve the
archives, and stage our amazing variety of
educational programs; and o f  course to
you, the many friends o f  the Library, from
all these areas and more. Thank you all!‘

Sincerely,
Alex

Alexander B. Magoun Ph.D.
Curator and Executive Director
David Sarnoff Library
201 Washington Road
Princeton NJ 08540-6449

Unique Three Phase continued from page 29

brand new wire and scrap transformer. The
only downside was our UK climate; some
days it didn’t get light at all and as I tried to
take pictures of work in progress the flash
would wash the  picture out  whereas a normal
picture came out dull. I wasn’t considering
writing this up as an article until Martin Scobie
suggested it would be of great benefit to other
members wishing to install 3 phase into their
workshops. With 7.5KW static converters
costing in the region of £600 new and rotary
converters costing in the region of £1,000
new this transformer method is an absolute
bargain for those willing t o  put the  t ime  and
effort in. I found this project to be addictive
and very interesting and am now looking for a
very large stator to experiment with as l have
a number of ideas I would like to try out.

Safety is a major consideration on this
project and i only offer my experience having
completed both stator and transformer
methods successfully. Anyone wishing to
have a go does so entirely at their own risk as
dangerous voltages are ever present together
with large fully charged capacitors. Capacitors
should each be fitted with a discharge 2W

resistor and the resistor should not be fully
trusted; it pays to double check by bridging
the  capacitor terminals (power turned off)
with an insulated handled screwdriver; take
extreme care when handling capacitors.
Work slowly and unplug before handling
anything; my transformer is silent just waiting
to put me on my back and the high voltage
will kill without warning. if in any doubt
whatsoever do not attempt this project.

I can’t thank or praise Douglas Arndt
enough for creating Unique3phase and
for all his help during the project. i will
be happy t o  help anyone who buys the
DVD’s from Doug and can be contacted
by e-mail at; c.wood340@ntlworld.com

The DVD’s cost me a total $25.52 USD
at the time this converted into £17.76GBP

By Post: Douglas Arndt. 10671 N.ldaho
RD, Post Falls, Idaho. 83854 USA.
By Internet: http://www.uniquethreephase.com/

http://members.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPl.dll
WiewUserPage&userid=unique3phase

Wire in the UK; Screwfix.com

Making Dials continued from page 23

7: HMV 650 silk—screened dial

but the screens, even if they could be
found, wouldn’t be clean enough to  use
again. Also, I was told most of the  cost of
screening is in t he  setting up ,  it can
take a couple of hours t o  get this perfec

Conclusions
l have thoroughly enjoyed myself making
these dials and acquiring new skills
using CorelDRAW. The silk—screened
dials turned out  really well and look
beautiful lit up in low light. I have no
hesitation in recommending the glass
cutting and silk screening companies if
any other members want to do a dial.

The silk screener said to me if you
can do the artwork yourself then you have
eliminated the  most expensive i tem”. Even
skilled graphics designers would spend
considerable time in doing a large dial and of
course they need to earn a living. However,
don’t expect to make a profit unless it’s a
very common radio and a dial that uses a
simple and therefore cheap glass. if th is is
the case then you can get many screened
(within reason the silk screening charge
remains the  same), t he  unit price will be less
and you are likely to  sell more. I never set
out to make a profit but if I get somewhere
near breaking even then that’s good enough.
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Reference 1: www. Kustomrldes.com

Reference 2: http://www.oldradioparts.net/
(Mark Oppat)

Rayleigh Silk Screens: Unit 16 Brook Road
Industrial, Brook Road, Rayleigh 886 7XL

Basildon Glassworks: 12 Winstanley Way,
Howard Chase, Basildon, SS14 3BP



3 Books
Out Now!

Ticklin Obsessiona i t  a c b

Tickling the Crystal 4 Attache Radios ~ Obsession
More Domestic British Crystal by Mark Johnson by Gerald Wells

Sets Of the 19208 An 30 page 00 paperback Gerry Wells had led an extraordinary life. Growing
by Ian L Sanders Photography by Carl Glover uide to the Aggiaé _ up in the London suburb of Dulwich in the

' 9 pom inter—war years, he shunned a conventional
1980’s childhood, preferring wireless and other\ Fl“! °°l°l_l|' fl‘II'OUQhOUt- , a Detailed specifications household items. After the war he managed a

5, Slncfly Limited Edition! only . 140 radios in full colour career as a radio and TV service engineer and
7% 500 copies printed . O 200 . 'onal even deSigned and managed amplifiers, PA
* £5 discount for BVWS members . add't' photos equtpment and TVs Today he runs the Vintage

of sales lrterature, trade ads Etc. Wireless and Televrsmn Museum from the same
_ _ family home from where he was born in 1929.

sets. Over 200 full- photogra s. colourful past. This is the story of one
£29.95 (£24.95 for gavel]: membergrplus £350 EEC (rest 0f wortd £550) man’s dedication to wireless
£7 p&p for UK, £13 EEC (rest of wofld £15) £630 196 pages paperback

Slipcase to house the first
3 volumes of ‘Tickling the
Crystal’ £9.95. Buy all 3 and
get slipcase free!
(postage £12 UK, £35 EEC, ‘ j , ‘ £55 US)E2 ,. . . BVWS Members buy 2 and:‘ _ ~ _ . save £12! (postage £9 UK,
£24 EEC £28 US)

Tickling the Crystal Tickling the Crystal 2 Tickling the Crystal 3 vs, 26 Castleton
256 pages. Over 200 full-page Limited, Only 750 copies printed. Limited, 500 copies printed. 240 page: Road, swindon,
photographs. £14.95 for BVWS i 208 pages Over 200 full—page . ' ' Wilts
members plus £7 pap for UK, _ photographs. £29.95 (£24.95 for full—page photographs 8N5 5GB
£13 EEC (rest of world £15) BVWS members) plus £7 p843 for )plus BVWS

UK, £13 EEC (rest of world £15) pap for UK, £13 EEC (rest ofwoiid £15) Tel: 01793 888062 Books



Alphabetical Tuning And The KB 630 continued from page 37

Fig 6. KB .  630 Circuit Diagram

diode providing the 0.0. signal for A.G.C.
purposes. The output valve is  a 7D8 pentode,
giving a probable output of about 4w. Full
wave rectification is  supplied by an R2.

Provision is made for the connection of
a gramophone, wi th  a dedicated switch at
the rear of the cabinet to bring it into circuit.
One of the 902’s provides an extra stage of
amplification when used in the Gram position.
Whilst in Gram position only, the screen grid
of the 9D2 becomes an anode, and the signal
from the  pick-up is  fed to the  control gr id via
a coupling condenser. Further contacts on
the radio/gram switch disconnect the radio
signal from the previous 9D2 |.F. stage. An
extension speaker can be connected and
the internal speaker silenced by means of
a wander plug and socket at the rear of the
cabinet. The scale lamp was missing from the
example pictured, bu t  is  a 15w  tubular lamp
that fits into a tube positioned directly next to
one end of the dial glass. A paper label inside

Out  Now on  DVD!
Valvemanis the story of one.
man’s lifetime of obsess:

Gerald Wells is Valveman. Hi lif
has been to amass one of the w
largest collectionrof valves, Mint '9:
radios and other early apparatUS fr
pioneering days of wireless cornm‘
These are altkept in his house 3

This documentary film innovat el
blends, using aVarietyof motto "
design and filmed reenactments,
last hundred years since radio began
through to t he  early days of television.

the cabinet advises the  owner  to posit ion the
filament of the tube such that light output
is at a maximum in relation to the scale
edge. One presumes this is to light the scale
“stereoscopically” whereby the lettering itself
appears to be glowing. As is to be expected
with a 15w lamp, a lot of heat is generated
i n  a confined space. To that end a 16  square
inch piece of  unprotected asbestos has been
provided to keep heat off the  front panel
of the receiver. (Though perhaps warmed
control knobs together with the Alphadex
scale could have been used as a selling
point in providing a totally luxurious tuning
experiencet). Unusually the dial escutcheon
and knobs are a creamy white plastic instead
of the more common brown bakelite. The
wavechange knob also aids the simplicity
of tuning. It is concentrically mounted
behind the tuning knob, and incorporates
a pointer that indicates which band is
selected, using legends on the glass scale.

This article cannot describe the
performance of the KB.  630. The reader
will see from the pictures that rampant
woodworm is evident. The chassis has
obviously been subjected to damp conditions
for some considerable time. The cabinet
is weakened in places by woodworm, and
the veneer is lifting although fortunately is
largely all present. I do not recollect seeing
one of these receivers before, but I imagine
there must be others in existence. This
example is not beyond restoration, but I feel
inclined to rely on the fact that other BVWS
members may be preserving one. For the
moment the best it can hope for is a heavy
dose of woodworm killer. If nothing else, this
particular radio has provided a platform for
“Alphadex” tuning, and proved that Murphy
were not the only manufacturer to implement
alphabetical tuning in the mid 19305.

£11.50 (including p&p) £12.50 in EEG.
. Rest of world £13.00
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Pictures from Lowtonmmwm

Sunday 11th October 2009 10. 30AM- 4. 30PM

AUDIOJUMBLE 08
Sale of Vintage~and em Hi-Fi Equipment
at The Angel LeiSurQ ntre, Tonbridg lg t
10. 30am Sfénda‘rd Entry {25-60 9: fiam Early Entry 210- 00 Stall ”E25
Bookings/Enquiries 01892- 540022  info@audiojumble. co.  uk



5t page adva'ussmsms 006122250. qmnev page auvsmsamems 0051 £45, hail page: :90 and lull page [180. Cheques made payable lo ‘BVWS' please

The National Vintage Radig Health Service
at the British Vintage Wireless and Television Museum

The British Vint. e .. . 02 . > a ,
u u ' ' t W N‘  - “ ‘513

and TeleVISlon Museum www.mIWm.org.ukPleasemake appointments belovehand

- High efflc
- Low noise, VIrluaily no Interim
- Switches on  automatically when load
0 Excellent mgulafion, better ihah
. Powered hyom maniacal! .
For details, speclflmnons and meet, send 5.i e  to Rod
Woodlands Vale House Calthorpe Road. Ryde P033 1PR or email rod.burman@btopenwond.com



Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50, quarter page advertisements cost £45, half page: E90 and full page: 2180. Cheques made payable to ‘BVWS’ please

Back issues
Vol 10 Numbers 2, 3 & 4 Inc. The
KB Masterpiece, Extinct Species “A
Monster Defiant”.

Vol 11 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. BTH
VR3 (1924) receiver, Marconi’s 1897
tests, Origin of the term ‘Radio’,
Baird or Jenkins first with TV?

Vol 12 Numbers 1, 2, 3 ,  4 Inc. the
Emor Globe, The Fultograph, Ekco
Coloured Cabinets.

Vol 13 Numbers 1, 2, 3 Inc. Direct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctovision.

Vol 14 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. Cable
broadcasting in the 1930’s, The story
of the Screen Grid.

Vol 15  Numbers 2, 3, 4 Inc. The
wartime Civilian Receiver, Coherers in
action, Vintage Vision.

Vol 16 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside
the Round Ekcos.

Vol 17  Numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Wattless Mains Droppers, The First
Philips set, Receiver Techniques.

Vol 18 Numbers 3, 4, 5 Inc. The
First Transistor radio, The AVO Valve
tester, The way it was.

Vol 19 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Inc. The Birth of the Transistor,
Super Inductance and all that, reflex
circuits, A Murphy Radio display,
restoration.

Vol 20 Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Radio Instruments Ltd., Japanese
shirt pocket radios, Philco ‘peoples
set’, notes on  piano-keys, the story
of Pilot Radio, the Ever Ready
company from the inside, the
Cambridge international, the AWA
Radiolette, this Murphy tunes itself!

Vol 21 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc.
Marconi In postcards, the Defiant
M900, GPO registration No.s,
Personal portables, the transmission
of time signals by wireless, the Ekco
A23, historic equipment from the
early marine era, the birth pains of
radio, inside the BM20, plastics,
Ferdinand Braun, pioneer of wireless
telegraphy, that was the weekend
that was, the first bakelite radios,
BWVS — the first five years, the world
of cathedrals, Pam 710.

Vol 22 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4
Inc. Another A065 story, the
Marconiphone P2OB & P17B,
listening In, communication with
wires, the story of Sudbury radio
supply, French collection, Zenith
Trans-oceanics, Farnham show,
Alba’s baby, the first Murphy
television receiver, AJS receivers,
Fellows magneto Company, Ekco
R83, Black Propaganda.

Vol 23 Numbers 1, 2, 3 ,  4 Inc.
Sonora Sonorette, Bush SUG3,
RNAS Transmitter type 52b,
North American ‘Woodies’, Why
collect catalin, Pilot Little Maestro,
Theremin or Electronde, The Radio
Communication Company, Eaity FM
rece'wers, an odd Melody Maker,
Black propaganda.

Vol 24 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. The
Superhet for beginners, Tn'ode valves
in radio receivers, History of CEO
and the Marconi - Osram valve, KB
FB10, Great Scottsl, Riders manuals.

Vol 25 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc.
Repair of an Aerodyne 302, Henry
Jackson, pioneer of Wireless
communication at sea, Zenith 500 ,
series, Confessions of a wireless ’
fiend, RGD 82351, John Bailey 1938

Alexandra palace and the BBC, Ekco
during the phoney war, Repairing a
BTH loudspeaker, The portable radio
in British life.

Vol 26 Numbers 1, 2 Inc. How
green was your Ekco?, The Amplion
Dragon, Crystal gazing, The BVWS
at the NEC, Installing aerials and
earths, novelty radios, Machine—
age Ekco stands of the 1930s,
Volksempfanger; myth & reality

Supplements:
1 ‘The story of Burndept’.
2 ‘WW 1927 data sheet’
3 ‘Seeing by wireless’ the story

of Baird Television
4 Reproduction Marconi catalogue

Eanier Bulletins and supplements
are priced at 22:00 each + postage.
Bulletins from volume 21 onwards
are priced $122.50 each. + postage.

Postage' for indii/idual Bulletins add
50p, fo rk -5  ulletins add £1, for
6 or morie a d an extra 20p each.
23 Rosendale cad, West Dulwich
London SE21 DS
Telephone 020 8670 3667.

Cheques to be made payable to
‘The Vintage Wireless Museum’.

Coil and Transformer Rewinds

Lokes, L_0PT

Call Mike Barker on 01380 860787
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News and Meetings
GPO registration Numbers
Martyn Bennett is the custodian of the BVWS GPO Registration Numbers
list. As many members know, the project of assembling this list was started
in the early days of the BVWS and was carried on by the late Pat Leggatt.
Members are strongly urged to help build the list, whenever they get the
opportunity, particularly as it is something that will help with the identification
of vintage wireless in years to come. The list is by no means complete
and the GPO no longer have a record of the numbers granted to wireless
manufacturers. The BVWS Handbook contains the current listings - one
in numerical order and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have any
additions, or suggestions for corrections, by mail or over the phone.

Martyn Bennett, 58 Church Road, Fleet, Hampshire GU13 BLB
telephone: 01252-613660 e-mail: martyB@globalnet.co.uk

2009 meetings
13th September Table top sale at \fintage
Wireless and Television Museum
11th October Audiojumble, Tonbridge
18th October Harpenden swapmeet
1st November Workshop at \fintage Wireless and Television Museum
22nd November BVWS North West meeting, Lowton
27th November ‘A Festive Music Night' at the \fintage wireless
and Television Museum
6th December Wootton Bassett

2010 meetings
February 14th  Audiojumble
March 7th Harpenden
May 9th NVCF
June 5th BVWS Garden Party
June 6th Harpenden AGM & Auction
July 11th Wootton Bassett
October 10th Audiojumble
October 17th Harpenden
December 5th Wootton Bassett

Workshops, \fintage Wireless and Television Museum:
For location and phone see advert in Bulletin. 11:00 start.
Harpenden: Harpenden Public Halls, Southdown Rd. Harpenden.
Doors open at 10:00, tickets for sale from 09:30, Auction at 13:30.
Contact Vic Williamson, 01582 593102
Audiojumble: The Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge, Kent.
Enquiries, 01892 540022
NVCF: National \fintage Communications Fair
See advert in Bulletin. www.nvcf.co.uk
Wootton Bassett: The Memorial  Hall,  Station Rd .  Wootton Bassett.
Nr. Swindon (J16/M4). Doors open 10:30.
Contact Mike Barker, 01380 860787
Lowton: Lowton Civic Hall, Hesketh Meadow Lane, Lowton, WAS 2AH
For more details with maps to locations see the BVWS Website:
www.bvws.org.uk/events/locations.htm

We want your
articles! .

Share your interests with your fallow
BVWS and 405 Alive members.

We accept: Type, handwriting fax,
' - mail, floppy disc, CE) '

Tel/Fax: 020 8469 2904
' bulletin_editor@bvws.org.uk

Eadio
ygones

WHETHER your interest is in domestic radio
and TV or in amateur radio, in military, aeronautical or marine
communications, in radar and radio navigation, in instruments,
in broadcasting, in audio and recording, or in professional
radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGONES is the magazine
for you.
ARTICLES on maturation and repair, history, circuit techniques,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia - you’ll find
them all. Plus features on museums and private collections and a
full-colour photo-feature in every issue.
I’I‘S MOSTLY about valves, of course, but ‘solid-state’ — whether of
the coherer and spark-gap variety or early transistors —— also has
a place.
FROM THE DAYS of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and Marconi to
what was the state-of-the-art just a few short years ago . .
THERE Is Also a selection of free readers’ For Sale and Wanted
advertisements in every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it all!
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year, and is only available by
postal subscription. It is  not available at newsagents.
To TAKE OUT a subscription, or  to order a sample copy, please con-
tact:

RADIO BYGONES, Wimborne Publishing Ltd,
Sequoia House, 398a Ringwood Road,

Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AU.
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562.

Web sites: www.radiobygones.co.uk
www.radiobygones.com
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Visi t  Britain's largest

Vintaee Dadio Shon
Without  even leaving your home!

ID Britain’s widest range of Radio, TV and Gramophone
collectables for sale in every issue - 6 issues per year.

I. Illustrated with accurate descriptions and prices.
ID Interesting articles on all aspects of vintage technology.
ID Annual subscription fully refundable against purchases.
ID Top prices paid for quality items - collections bought.

Send S .A .E .  for de ta i l s  and  samp le  copy

ON THE AID
. Hie Vintage Technology Centre ’ ‘

‘The Highway, Hawarden (or. Chester) CH5 3935'
Tel/Fax (+44) (0) 1244 530300

www.v intageradio.co.uk



Bo  n h a m s
Knightsbrldge

Mechanical Music
Sales at Bonhams
The leading mechanical music
auctioneers in the UK

Entries currently invited for each of our 2009 dedicated sales:

Knowle
29 September

Knightsbridge
10  November

New Bond  Street
25 November

Enqu i r e s
Laurence Fisher (London)
+44 (0) 8700 273  633
Iaurence.fisher@bonhams.com

Mark Hannam (Knowle)
+44 (0) 1564 732  968
mark.hannam@bonhams.com

Catalogue
+44 (0) 1666 502 200
subscriptions@bonhams.com

Illustrated
A rare HMV Type 1850 Television and Wireless
consolette,1939, No. 15016, 14-inch screen with
white mask, the 3-band wireless with magic-eye
and fine-tune SW dial having preset and waveband
button select, launched two days before the
transmission suspension.
Estimate: £1,500 — 2,500

To be offered a t  Knightsbridge on 30  September, as
part of the single-owner sale The Michael Bennett-Levy
Collection of Early Technology, which includes the largest
and most complete collection of pre and post—war
televisions ever to be offered on the international
auction market .

Bonhams
Montpelier Street
London SW7 1HH
+44 (0) 20 7393 3900
+44 (0) 20 7393 3905 fax
www.bonhams .comlmechan ica |mus ic

London - New York - Paris - San Francisco ~ Los Angeles - Hong Kong - Melbourne- Dubai




